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AUTHORITIES UNABLE

PRISONERS

an Austrian soldier is now
London, Aug. n-on Servian soil, according to the Servian legation
here. An official of the legation added that seven
Not

the Austrians at different points to invade Servian territory had failed and the Austrians
of

had abandoned the offensive and hurriedly entrenched themselves in the expectation of Servian counter

attack.
The GerIn and around Liege the situation was unchanged today.
mans held the town itself but the forts still were fighting strongly. The
Germain main army in the north was reported entrenching itself on the
Ourthe, while two large divisions of cavalry had got to Tongres, north of
It was 'expected that a general advance was In preparation and a
Liege.
feiUI Imminent In which the Germa s would., be confronted by 'the allied
'"''-.Belgians, French and British.'
The French at Meulhausen, Alsace,, met with opposition after their
occupation of that city. A superior force of Germans caused them to leave
the place and take position outside, where a battle was fought, details of
which have not been made public. French reports are indefinite but give
the impression of a French success.
Many German spies were arrested today in Belgium and a secret wireless apparatus was discovered In a German store In Brussels.
frontier, as six
Fighting evidently has occurred on the
y
carloads of German prisoners were reported to have passed through
today on their way to the Russian frontier.
Russians have concentrated a considerable army In Finland, thus dis- posing of German reports of the landing of a German army corps there.
Bulgaria apparently is mobilizing all her forces to prevent violations
.
of her neutrality.
The United States diplomatic officials in Europe have the further task
since yesterday of looking after French Interests In Austria and Austrian
"t
Interests In France.
A state of war has been proclaimed in the southern provinces of Holland.
Russian funds seized In Berlin baiks by Germany amounted to, $25,00,- -

San Francisco, Aug. 11. More of the Dominion of Canada. She was
wreckage from a- British Vessel, which built in 1891, bought for naval purtoday is established to have been a poses In 1902, and converted into a
man ot war was cast up by the early cruiser. She. is eheathed and copper01'
Is
Crown
war
The photograph shows a group of officers
the Austrian army dlncussiug
plans. The insert
flood tide in the neighborhood of the ed and carries a light armament ot
Prince Franz of Austria,
South Shore Life Saving station. Two two
guns and some secondary
..
white wooden cabin doors were found gunR.
la
cruiser
one
The
German
on
Nuremburg
brass
plates,
bright
bearing
PHOTEST CENSORSHIP
FEDERALS SUFFER BIG
CONGRESS ASKED TO
the legend "Navigating Officer" and a protected cruiser built in 1905 and
In addition to tea
guns ia
the other "Gunner."
CF WIRELESS PLANTS LOSSES IN MAZATLAN
INVESTIGATE PRICES
Like the flotsam found last night equipped with two torpedo tubes.
Alter steaming slowly past the Gold-e- a
in the same neighborhood all the
Gate to the southward, the unGERMAN AMERICANS
CONDEMN CONSTITUTIONALISTS
WIN DECI- BILLS INTRODUCED TO LOCATE wood work is in excellent condition, known German cruiser
slighted ear y
the paint being bright and the brass
ACTION AND CLAIM DIS- SIVE VICTORY IN FOUR DAYS
RESPONSI BILTY FOR SUD-DEheaded nori'i.
turned
about
and
today
work freshly scoured, showing that
,
CRIMINATION
V
CF. FIGHTING
ADVANCES
it could not have taei long in salt she ls evidently standing off and
water. Nowhere were there marks tookln6 Ior Pmea- &.
Xew Yt.:-k- .
. WibUuli
l! v s ' '.3 : "
A critical examination of the
tw
tqiA
, would
toola tK as.,
of
Charles, secretary of the German-Adays fighting around Maxatlan, Mex- of what food prfcea are being arbi- chow had the woodsupposedly
cast up last night and todry
work been pried
erican chamber of commerce, said today ican federals lost 800 in dead and trarily advanced on the pretext that
from some British warship showed
and
loose
overboard.
cast
49 they have been affected by the Euthat no answer had been received to wounded, and constitutionalists
that beyond question It had bet'u
Closer examination of the wreckage
the protest made against this govern- dead and 300 wounded, according to ropean war was proposed in two resand torn loose hy an ex
splintered
ment's placing censors in the wireless information reaching here today. Gen- olutions introduced today by Repre showed that in many instances bolts plosion.
torn
been
and fittings had
bodily from
stations along the coast and that the eral Iturbide, a constitutionalist, was sentatives Kelly and Farr.
Bolts and fittings were not ODly
Farr's
Urited States is known to have been wounded in the shoulder.
resolution their settings and the wood work shat- tern from their seats but in one la- Representative
In communication with German warA number of Chinese who took re- directs an inquiry as to "whether the tered into splinters.
stance the brass runner oa a sliding:
on Venison Island are said to be manipulation of values by speculators
Captain Gronbeck ot the life1 sav- door had been twisted Into a tangled
.
fuge
ships.
,
on the Chicago board of trade and ing station thought the physical evi- knot.
The protest charged that Germany dy.'ng of heri-berAn Iron reinforcement
two
vas being discriminated against in The city Is now quiet and perfect elsewhere is resulting in unjust and dence pointed to an explosion which inches wide by a quarter Inch thick
that the cables to England were open order is being maintained. There was "unwarranted advances in the prices had occurred not more than 24 or 36 had been snapped to two.
g
hour ago.
of food stuffs ia spite of
and uncensoreii on this side of the no looting.
Portions of the wood work wero
There was still nothing to indicate splintered into matchwood and the
crops in this country, and
Atlantic, From London, the protest
the fact that there has been little or the Identity of the vessel. The Brit general effect of the damage done was
Mazatlan Evacuated
asserted. Information and instructions
of food supplies to ish cruiser Rainbow, which left here totally dissimilar to what would have
On Board United States Ship Cali- no exportation
could be 'relayed by wireless to British
or French warships. The conserving fornia, Mazatlan, Mexico, Aug. 10.
last Saturday, was sighted yesterday been the work ot even the hastiest
Europe." .,
afternooa 25 miles north of Point and roughest dismantlement
of messages sent over the German-owne(delayed in transmission.) The eva
CAVALRY MOVED
radio stations', Mr. Charles as- cuation of Mazatlan. by the federal
Reyes, steaming northward.
One door panel bore the appearance
A German warship with three stacks of having been pierced by a shell or
Denver, Aug. 11. An order was is
serted was unfair to the German peo- garrison and its occupation by the
He and his organization also cerstitutionalist forces are complete sued today tranaferrlng troops ot the and two military masts was sighted some other fragment of flying metalt,
ple.
Eleventh1 United States savalry from 16 miles outside the Golden Gate at
maintian that the action taken hy the tonight
Guards stationed near where thfe
United States was not in accordance
Fifteen federal officers and two vo Soprls, in the southern Colorado coal 10 a. m. today. Taken In connection wreckage was found said they heard
with the finding of flotsam from a firing last Friday far out at sea tut
with the International neutrality laws. lunteers were executed in the presence strike field, to Gunnison
British warship last night and today, paid no attention to it, at the time.
of all the federal prisoners assembled
hor presence has significance. The Firing was.-- , also heard , off Salada
at the customs house to witness the
BANK OF ENGLAND MAY spectacle. One of the, doomed men
description would agree with either j beach, 20 odd miles south of here at
CHINESE FAIL IN
the Leipsig or Neurnbufg, and there- - the same time but subsequently was
was given time in which to compose
fore gave no light on the vessel's iden- believed to have been traced to blastOPLN OTTAWA BRANCH a letter to his wife.
MEDIATION
EFFORTS
were
The bodies
left all day in the
tity.
ing.
The German cruiser sighted off thJ
Not Rainbow, Is Belief
sun where they fell,.
WALL STREET SLIGHTLY FUSSED
Ottawa, Aug. 11 "The wreckage Golden. Gate today must be either the
The city is now quiet and perfect BECAUSE OF OBLIGATIONS TO
- UP AT IMPORTANT ANcast up by the tide at San Francisco Nuremberg or the Leipsig. Best infor- order is being maintained.' There was
ENGLAND, JAPAN REFUSES
NOUNCEMENT
is not part of the Rainbow; of thatimation would indicate the latter. The
no looting.
.mi, wi
TO ACT
we are certain," declared the naval Nuremburg was sighted near Midway,
American navy surgeons on board
New York, Aug. 11. The most im- the California turned over the ship's
office today. It was thought that the island, west of Honolulu on July 29,
Peking, China Aug. 11. The Jap wreckage
portant report in the financial district sick bay to the wounded constitution
might be from the Shear bound west On the other hand tha
anese
government ia replying to the water or the
today was the rumor that the Bank alists and lent their professional serv
Algerian, small British Liepsig sailed hurriedly from Mazatsuggestion of China that China, the
of England" proposed establishing a ices.
as there is considerable lan and ought to be here npw.
gunboats,
United States and Japan should en- wood
branch at Ottawa, Canada. Bankers
in both.
The last heard from the British
deavor to mediate tn the European
a
move
what
see
in
such
here
they
of war Algerine she was still at
sloop
Report of Evacuation
conflict said its obligations to Great
call an. attempt on the part of the
Mazatlan
Identity Mystifies Washington
Washington, Aug. 1. Consul Silli- - Britain might prevent Japan from dogreat British institution to pile up man at Saltlllo has reported that Gen
Aug. 11. According
The sloop of war Shearwater left
.Washington,
'
so.
to records the only British ships in San Diego August 3.
large amounts of credits with this eral Carranza had been advised that ing
In consequence of this reply China American Pacific waters are the
country, which we may have to pay Mexico City was evacuated by the fed
The British cruiser Rainbow left
considers further efforts useless, al small
in gold shipments to the dominion,
cruiser Shearwater, the sloop here last Saturday northbound and
erals today.
though It was stated today that the of war Algerine and the cruiser Rain was
With all the rest of the world on
sighted late yesterday.
It was understood, the dispatch said,
question of mediation might be re- bow. At last reports the Shearwater'
a
basis it is believed that that Provisional President
The
process of elimination would
Carbajal
such a maneuver would be vigorously left for Vera Cruz as the evacuation opened with the United States In case was on the Lower California coast. indicate that any disaster that may
were"
there
any prospects of success. and 'the Rainbow
The matter under discusopjxjsed.
departed from San have happened overtook the Shearbegan.
A note to the foreign legations is
Francisco with coal for a Canadian water.
sion, in representative financial cirsued today says that China will escles today and the attitude of Ameriport, last Friday.
WIRELESS ON MOTORS
tablish a moratorium only for short
can bankers may find expression in a
The only enemy wnkh might have
Rainbow eNar Vancouver
London, Aug. 11, Motor delivery term loans. It was stated that the been in the
definite statement later.
vicinity was the German
Vancouver, B. C., Aug. II.- - No defihad
the
continued
of
London's largest to government
vans of one
paying
protected cruiser Nuremburgh which nite news could be obtained here to
bacco firms have been equipped' with indebtedness and other obligations as had been on Mexican duty at Manza-nill- o day of the location of the cnnf. r
as
possible.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
but on July 29 was reported in Rainbow, though it is believed hc.
wireless apparatus In order that help long,
to
on
rushed
near Midway islands, ap cruising somewhere west of Yanconv.
be
smokers
may
needy
"
HOTELS PROSPER
Senate: Met at noon.
the receipt of the signal S. O. S.
parently steaming for the German er Island.
Geneva. Aug, .11. Authoritative
The bill to bring foreign ships under meaning "send on smokes." This
China station. The
a
The naval authorities at Eaquiin.v.ilt
American register was again under firm claims to be the only one In the
just published show that the French cruiser, with Rear Admiral say that the wreck, "o foun I t t
.
debate.
:
world Usling the wireless in its deliv hotel business is the largest industry Huge was last reported further south beach at San Francisco came i
i
House: Met at noon.
ery system. The firm communicates of Switzerland. It employs 43,000 per- In Mexican waters at Acapulco. No tte Rainbow.
j
They l.tive
23
are
rons.
The
on
news received here today served to crd from Commander 1'
average profits
Bakers and planters from the south through a station
the roof of the
f f .,
were before the agriculture commit building. ' Aerials are placed on the per cent annually on the capital in- identify the wreckage cast up near Rainbow that
if i ad ' r i
San Francisco.
tee to finance and hold the cotu.n vans, manipulated by an operator in vested, the figures being capital
for
nrt'm n
...i i
h0
ready
The Raiubuw belongs to the nj,w 1't U'.kvn in Mn
and earnings Jf.0,000,000.
side.
crop during the European xrisis.
(.
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Russo-Germa-

TO ESTABLISH IDENTITY

Denied that it is Part of Cruiser Rainbow, Sailing in Pacific Waters
Belief Current
Between San Francisco and British Columbia
that Engagement has Taken Place Between German Man
O'War and Sea Dog of British Navy.

Embarkation of 45,000 Japanese Soldiers on Transports in Far
East Causes Much Speculation and Uneasiness Cavalry of
Kaiser Reported to Have Been Defeated in Engagement
With French Troops Around Spincourt
t

attempts

DESTROYED ENGLISH VESSEL

Doors That Float oh Tide Bear Captions
a
"Navigating Officer" and "Gunner"

Belgians, French and Britains Prepare for
Simultaneous Attack on German Forces
RUSSIANS

-

1

FOR BATTLE

peace"

a good legacy

for the grandchildren.

AUGUST 11, 1914.

CONFERENCE-O-

MEN ALREADY UNDER ARMS

will bo

WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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The German cruisers Goben and Breslau still are at large in the Med
i n.wtt
r ,i t Hi:,; .. .
iterranean, Becoming o reports.
Germans are said in Belgian official reports to have lost 2,000 killed, .
'
20,000 wounded and 9,700 prisoners in the recent fighting in Belgium.
England Is said by the London Times to have between 500,000 and 600,-00men under arms without the reserves. '
' Aviators are at work constantly on the frontiers of France and Ger.
many endeavoring to observe the concentration of'the respective armie3.
London, Aug. 11. The new admiral- - cording to Mr. Clarkson, appeared to
ty and war office information bureau, be in good condition. The men looked
established by the British govern dejected but their officers wore a
'
,
ment, began work this morning. ItsJ prcud and defiant air.
Clark-sen- ,
was
as
announcement
The
at
banks
said
follows:
first
Antwerp
were paying only 10 per cent ot
"About two German cavalry divisions are in the neighborhood of Ton- the deposits and refused to honor
gres, to the north of Liege. Three American paper. Very few1 Americana
German army corps still are opposite were left here' The prices of food
Liege and other German troops are re- were fixed by the military authorities
ported to be entrenching along the and any storekeeper caught overcharg
ing was arrested.
line of the rievr Aisne."
,
While crossing the channel the
Many Hospitals Crowded
John Clarkson of Chicago, a railroad steamer on which Mr. Clarkson travconstructor who left Antwerp on Sun- eled hugged the French coast until
day afternoon and reached here by near Dunkirk where she shot across
vay of ostend, says the number of the to Dover. Mr.- Clarkson said he saw
Belgian wounded is enormous. All the three large battleships and four sub
hospitals at Brussels, Ghent and other marines while he was making the voyciues, ne says, axe iuu, uu ikiuhw age but there were no signs of French
and convents are being utilized for the or English troops in that Part of
,
through which he crossed.
reception of the wounded.
A telegram from Nish today says
Mr. Clarkson said he saw a long
train full of wounded soldiers unload- that a decree in the Servian. Official
ed at Brusseds. The wounded men Gazette announced the denunciation
were carried through ranks of soldiers of, all treating between S'ervia and
It was also officialwho presented arms as they passed, Austria-Hungarwhile crowds of people looked on in ly announced, that the - Montenegrin
eilence.
forces had joined the Servians and
, When
the, German prisoners were that the latter had captured a number
"brought to Antwerp from the front a 6f small places on Austrian territory,
A dispatch from Paris to the
large crowd gathered to see their ar
.but no attempt was made to mo-- change Telegraph company says the
lest them. The German, soldiers, ac-(Continued on rage Four)
0
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SIX HUNDRED FOR
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Arrivals
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The vanguard ofaut.
umn styles in the fot
lowing lints have at
rivedi

Established

SQUARE FOOT
OF L AND

South SidoPicija

186

Red Letter Sale

WOMENS

Suits
Coats

Shoes
Street Hats

CHIEF REASON THAT NEW YORK
HAS SO MANY SKYSCRAPING
BUILDINGS

T

;

WATCH OUR WINDOWS

ONLY IN DARK SPOT

INVESTMENT FOR ROADS

ALBUQUERQUE POLICE
Woman who

DIPPER BUILDS NEST

SAFETY FIRST GOOD

PRINCIPALS KNOWN TO

Y..

d

--

COME

August 11.
insurance com
pany haa stated its intention of
putting up a baildlhg that win tower
901 feet into space and possess some
sixty-odstories. A few months ago
a piece of ground at the junction of
Broadway and Wall street was sold
for $600 a square foot, or $25,000,000
per acre. Thia Is the highest price
ever paid for a building site.
The giant among these skyscrapers
Is the Woolworth building, which
reaches a height above the pavement
of 756 feet. It is more than twice the
height of St. Paul's cathedral and
some 200 feet higher than the Great
Pyramid of Cheops. A few months
Metropolitan building
ago the
held the palm for height. Its topmost
pinnacle is 685 feet above the level
or the street.
It was thi building
which took the record from Oja ai.
New
York. N.
A well known

continues until Friday night The Store is full of bargains
MEbS
bargains of the most tantalizing sort for we want every
" Suits
piece of summer merchandise in the house to find a new
Shoes
home. We are making prices that will not only tempt you
Chtldrens Shoes
but compel you to buy. DON'T PUT IT OFF AN
We will be very glad
DAY COME LOOK THESE BARGAINS OVER
OTHER
to show you through
WU
PAY YOU.
-Ieach and every line.

SANTA
FE IN FIRST YEAR OF ON THE EDGE OF RAINWATER
DRAIN UNDER
RAILROAD,
CAMPAIGN REDUCES DEATH
BIRD KEEPS HOUSE
LOSS 36 PER CENT

shot paramour

SELF, WITH
AND KILLED
CARNIVAL COMPANY

Car-lylTopeka, Aug. 11. Reports from the
Albuquerque, Aug. 11 Edith
Fe Railway company shows a
Santa
to
whose real name is believed
redaction iu the number of emand
steady
who
shot
be Mae Myrtle Miller,
who suffer death or injury in
tilled Willi Brooks, in; Magdalena, ployes
of their duties, as a rethe
discharge
herself,
Friday night, and then killed
sult of the "Safety First" campaign.
was known to the Albuquerque police
Id 1913 the number of employes killed
Kreko
while she was here with the JDe
was 103. In 1914 the number 66; a
weeks
ago.
several
Cornival company
37 lives, or a decrease of S6
who was known here as saving of
Tirook
In 1913, the number of em
cent
per
to
officers
the
rcaa nisn known
'
was 13,421; in 1914 the
Both the Carlyle woman and Brooks P'oyes injured
a decrease of 131,
was
12,107;
number
difor Crooks, were arrested here at
me
10 per cent.
or
snowing oi inferent times on vagrancy charges.
small
the
even
with
per cent
It is said that they had trouble here juries,
Santa Fa
is
of
by
regarded
decrease,
with
were
and in Dawson, where they
men as especially good, for the reason
the carnival outfit before coming to
r
the new rules every Injury,
the
Albuquerque. Brooks had beaten
how slight, must be reported.
no
matter
Avoman on. several
In a letter to employes regarding the
anil It is believed
(Vio
tr.
.. rwriiipp.
.
i
r
mo..
j...i v, ,i,
occur
that it was after one of these
or
ltsaian
iiaie, uic
employes Kinea,
rences that she shot and killed the
Santa Fe's safety commissioner, says;
man and then committed suicide.
'Tlease be reminded that the real
Brooks is said to have had a wife
our safety work are the 37
and two children living in Los An- gainers of
who might have passed on
employes
geles,
lsvst year (they and their families) had
we not made a determined, intelligent
CITROLAXt
effort to get out of the rut in which
CITROLAX
railroad men had begun to think they
C I T R O L A X !
were compelled to work, the Santa
the
course
aud
It's a laxative of
Fe system has today an additional 37
ever
drink
you
weather
nicest hot
loyal
employes a possession beyond
tasted. Flushes thoroughly and plea
valuation in money who might not
N.
C.
Syracuse,
Crysler,
antly, too. F.
bave been here, had it not been for
"Have used laxatives for
Y. says:
our
safety movement; but remembe?,
has
pot
Citrolax
J 5 years but this
it. too. that the number of motheir still
mile."
a
beat
else
Try
everything
have their sons, that number of wives
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
still have their husbands, and prob-abiAdv.
Co.
several times that number of
children still have their fathers, an.l
ROSEN-DODGWEDDING
their fathers, are being kept in
Montreal, Aug. 11. The wedding of having
whool,
getting an education that will
Miss Lucy Bigelow Dodge, the only
give them a reasonable chance for life's
Lionel
Mrs.
Hon.
the
of
daughter
Guest and a granddaughter of the fight ahead of them."
accidents fatal to employes last
late John Bigelow of New York, and The
depart-itior,twere
in the following
"Walter T. Rosen of New York took year
and
switching
engine
Train,
at
piece today in the village church
1;
track,
28; warehouses,
Ste. Anne de Bellevue. The Rev. Dr.
Allmend of Trinity church, New York bridge and building department, 26;
and roundhouses, 5; others, 3.
officiated, assisted by the recor of shops
Fe employs about 70,000
The
Santa
lie church in Ste. Anne de Bellevue.
in
the
people
operation of its 11,000
he Hon. Lionel Guest gave his stepmiles of lines.
was
bride
The
in
marriage..
daughter
attended by Miss Marguerite Shaugh-ness"
daughter of Sir Thomas Saaugh-nessSufferers of Hay Fever
and Miss Geraldine Patterson.
and Asthma Get a Bottle of FoFollowing the wedding ceremony they
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
journeyed, to the Isle of St. Gilles, the
Restful sleep, relief and. comfort
eummer home of the Guests.
from choking, gasping asthma and
hay fever for those who take
, W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo, bought
Foley's Honey and Tar. It spreads a
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre, healing soothing coating as it glide3
s
who was down on her back with
down a raw tickling throat, and stops
so sore he had to help her move
irritating coughs and colds. O. G.
He says, "She would cry with pain Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
serosa her kidneys, but after she took My
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pilu,
she was as well and strong as ever."
STOCKHOLM PARLIAMENT
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Stockholm, Aug. 11 National de
Co Adv.
fense problems are keeping parliament in session during the summer,
MEDICS IN ANNUAL SESSION
because conservatives,, liberals and
Houghton, Mich., Aug. 11. The an socialists are unable to unite on a so
niial meeting of the Upper Peninsula lution. The socialists desire a deMedical society began here t oday and crease in the present cost of main
, will
continue la session over tomor taining the defense. Conservatives
row. The leading feature of the open and liberals argue for a larger
v
ing session this morning, following
but they are split on the
the welcome and responses, was the navy program.
The conservatives
presidential address of Dr. H. J. Horn want dreadnaughts and the liberals
a navy of lighter draft vessels, espec
fcogen of Marquette.
ially adapted for work in the Swedish
Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
archipelago The socialists are against
The most prompt and effectual cure the building of any more warships at
for diarrhoea is Chamberlain's Colic, S71. Another cause of wrangling is
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When the proposed Increase in the training
given as soon as the first unnatural period of conscripts. The conserva
locseness of the bowels appear one tives are firm for extending the eight
5oFe is nearly always sufficient to
months period to one year, while the
a cure. It should be kept at liberals will not concede more than
hand ready for Instant use. For sale nine months and ten days.
'
:
by all dealers. Adv.
Adelaide Stedmart and
Evelyn
Grace Van Studiford is appearing at 1'lanchard are writing a comedy in
tlio head of a musical stock company which Henry B. Dixey and Marie
iu Et. Louis.
Ncirjstrum w ill appear this season
-a

that-unde-
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..u..5

London, Aug. 11. "I enclose here
with a photugraph of the nest of a
dipper in a very unusual position,'
writes a cprrespondnet of Country
Life. "As you will notice, the nest te
situated in the end of a rainwater
drain, which runs into a circular culvert six feet six Inches in diameter
and about twenty yards long, built be
neath a railway to carry a small
stream, and quite close to the town
of Skipton. The position Is in dark
ness; in fact, the nest cannot be seen
without the aid of artificial light, the
photograph beinj secured by the light
of magnesium.- Four young have been
reared this year, and the parents
reared two sets of young last year in
a nest which occupied the same posi-
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Dipper Nest In Dark Culvert.

tion exactly. In the event of very
heavy rain, the nest would probably be
washed out Into the 6tream below, and
is now saturated with the small flow
through the drain. Even when photographing, the parents (one at each
end of the culvert) were protesting
loudly at our intrusion, and appeared
anxious to reach the young with the
food each carried. The glare ef the
burning magnesium, however, frightened them away. On our exit from the
culvert it was delightful to see the effect of our visit on the parent birds.
We had left a liberal amount of smoke
in the culvert from the burning of the
magnesium, which the parents would
not face for some minutes, and loud
was their cry of disapproval; but after
a few minutes' Interval and the smoke
had cleared away, they ventured in,
and right joyful was the song in
thankfulness that we were not robbers."
the
Keep your Lfver Active During
Summer Months Foley Cathartic
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Constipation
It does beat all how quickly Foley
Cathartic Tablets liven your liver and
overcome constipation. Ney Oldham,
Wimberley, Texas, says. "Foley Ca
thartic Tablets are the best laxative
I ever used. They take the place of
calomel."
Wholesome, stirring anl
No griping. A comfort to
cleansing.
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
FICTITIOUS COMPLAINTS
Berlin, Aug. 11. More than half of
the complaints by women of having

Gotham's New City Hall (32 Stories)
story Singer building, with a height of
612 feet above the pavement.
Adjoin
ing this edifice is the City Investment
building, 30 stories high, its roof some
480 feet above the curb.
Then we
have the Park Row building, the
height from the road to the top of Its
flagstaff being no less than 447 feet,
and. the Times building, which rears
its head 300 feet into the air, while
the famous Flat Iron structure, with
Its 20 stories, attains to some 300 feet.
Two factors have made these edifices
practicable the passenger elevator or
lift and the steel-cagsystem of con
struction, which enables the architect
to design his building to any height
e

desired.

Naturally, before anything can be

done the foundations have to be se
cured. On account of the great weight
of these skyscrapers the Woolworth
edifice has a total weight of 160,000
tons the foundations have to be very
strong. The majority of skyscrapers
rest on concrete piers sunk down into
the earth until they reach solid rock.
The Woolworth building, for instance,
rests on 66 of these piers, reaching
down to a depth of 120 feet below the
level of the street. These piers are
really immense steel cylinders known

as caissons. Into these concrete is
poured, and as it solidifies It is
squeezed together under enormous
pressure exerted from above by com
pressed air. Thus the foundations of
the skyscrapers are as firm and as
solid as the rock on which their piers
rest. Sometimes, if the soil below the
surface ie at all "loose," the engineers
make a great bed of concrete, which
forms the "rock," and then sink their
caissons into it.
As soon as the foundations are
ready the erection of a steel cage be
gins. "The bottom portion, or feet of
the columns, are anchored into the
piers of concrete, this being done to
enable the building to resist wind pres
sure. When ooce the columns are
secured construction goes
firmly
ahead very rapidly. Great jib cranes
are erected at the very top and used
to lift the steelwork members into
place. As fast as these last reach theit
respective homes they are seized by
the sky workers, as these aerial toilers are called, who bolt and rivet them
into position.
As the steel cage rises higher and
higher the sky workers have to tread
more circumspectly and attend more
closely to what they are doing, foi
upon each one of them may depend
the lives of several of his fellows. The
utmost care with regard to the fall ot
tools, rivets, etc., must be taken, foi
even a small object will acquire a
terrific momentum during a drop ol
cme hundreds of feet A drift pin
weighing three pounds rolled off a
plank on the highest story of the Met
ropolitan building. It struck a flange
an the thirty-nintstory, rebounded
into the air and fell on the roof of a
car In the street below with suet
force as to pass clean through It
-

been held up and robbed are fictitious,
according to the criminal statistics of
the Berlin courts. This haa been
brought out in a typical case just
tried. A young woman, after a quarrel with her lover, was found, her
clothing torn and her hair disarranged, lying in the edge of one of the
small lakes in the Gruenwald, a wooded tract west of Berlin. She said she
had been assaulted, robbed and
thrown into the lake, and gave a description of her assailant which 'fitted
her lover. The man was arrested,
whereupon it transpired that he was
not near the Gruenwald at the time
of the alleged assault. The woman
finally confessed that she had torn
her clothing and jumped Into the
Chicago. Fishing as a cure for ner
water. She was sentenced to two vousness
is advocated in the latest
months imprinonment as an example weekly bulletin of the Chicago depart
to the other offenders of this type.
B:ent or Lealth.
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WOMAN WOULD
HOT GIVE UP
Though Sick and Suffering; At
Last Found Help in Lydia
' EL Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
" When I started
Richmond, Pa.
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound I was in a
I
dreadfully rundown
state of health,
had internal troubles, and was so ex
"
I H2 .V L tremely nervous andI
prostrated that if
had given in to my
feelings I would
have been in bed.
As it was I had
hardly strength at
times to be on my
feet and what I did do was by a great
effort. I could not sleep at night and
of course felt very bad in the morning,
and had a steady headache.
"After taking the second bottle I nc--.
ticed that the headache was not so bad,
I rested better, and my nerves wers
stronger. I continued its use until it
made a new woman of me, and now I
can hardly realize that I am able to do
so much as I do. Whenever I know any
woman in need of a good medicine I
highly praise Lydia E. Pinkham's VegMrs. Frank
etable Compound."
Clark, 3140 N. Tulip St., Richmond.Pa.
Women Hare Born Telling Women
for forty years how Lydia E. Pinkham's
'
Vegetable Compound has restored their
health when suffering with female ills
This accounts for the enormous demand
for it from coast to coast If you are
troubled with any ailment peculiar to
women why don't you try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound?
It
will pay you to do so. Lydia 'E. Pink-ha.'

m

Medicine Co., Lynn, Mas3.

OHIO HOLDS STATE
WIDE PRIMARIES
INTEREST
DACY

CENTERS IN CANDIOF SENATORIAL
ASPIRANTS
"

11. Voters
Columbus,
O., Aug.
throughout Ohio this morning began
balloting for candidates for United
States senator and complete tickets
of state and county officers. Owlug
to the (unusually large number of
names on the ballot, significant returns are not expected before tomorrow morning. The total ovte probably
will be heavy.
The contests for the senatorial nominations are attracting most attention,
vith the Interest centering particularly on the republican side. When Senator Burton announced last April that
he would not be a candidate to succeed himself, he precipitated a situation that has beefl by no means to
the liking of republicans in the state
or outside of it. His withdrawal has
Tjrnken the fairly solid ranks in which
the republican party was approaching
the election in Ohio and threatening
the democrates with defeat.
With the announcement of Senator
Burton that he would retire In the in
forest of party harmony, Senator J.
B Foraker, who had been contemplating entrance into the primary election for the senatorship came out openly as a candidate, and. In the belief of
most of the onlookers, has since dominates the campaign.
At the same time other candidates
for the republican senatorial nomination threw their hats Into the ring.
Former Congressman Ralph D. Cole of

SURPLUS
100,1

I. M. Cunningham, Preside
rrank Springer,
Vice-Preside-nt

Findlay was the first to get Into the
Some time later former Lieutenant Governor Warren G. Harding
was induced t6 become a candidate.
Former Senator Foraker Is out of
sympathy with, the rank and file of
his party and In a contest for the
nomination with a man of Senator Burton's Strength, he would probably hare
been defeated. But with the opposition now divided between Cole and
Harding, It seems practically certain
that Foraker will be nominated. It Is
believeJ to be a "minority of the party
that he has in his support, but this
support has been loyal and active and
persistent That many of the repubii-canewspapers of the state would
bolt Foraker's nomination has already
been made plaia by their editorial utterances concerning his candidacy.
On the democratic side the contest
for the nomination for United States
senator seems to be between Timothy
S. Hogaa, now attorney general of
the state, and former Congreesman
John J. Lentz of Columbus. There is
a third candidate John h. Zimmerman of SprlngflelJ, but he is not
locked upon as likely to be nominated.
the
As between Hogaa and Lentz
chances of victory would seem to be
In favor of Hogan.
Governor Cox seems to be assured
of renomination at the head of the
democratic ticket. The governor haa
mf.de enemies within the ranks of his
ov.n party during his administration
and he does not appear to be so poti-la- r
with the people at large as he was
two years ago. But the opposition Is
mere likely to make Itself felt at the
November election than In today's primaries.
The democrats leaders,
wLila admitting that there is serious
opposition In the party to the governor, claim that the situation has mar
ttrially Improved since Governor Cox
has had a chance to address the voters
in the rural sections and explain the
ol jectionable features of his- administration. ,
The republican nomination for governor Is likely to go to Congressman
Frank B. Willis.. For opponent for
the nomination is former State Senator David Tod of Youngstown. Tol
is very wealthy, but he Is not a good
campaigner, while Willis is one of the
best the party in Ohio has lately produced. He Is a vigorous speaker and

contest
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CONFESSION

Hopes Her Statement, Made PulGc,
will Help Otter Women.

TO ALL KINDS
OF STOCK

Hines, Ala. "I must confess", gays
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "that
Cardui, the woman's tonic, has done me
a great deal of good.
KNOWN TO BE POISONOUS
BY
Before I commenced using Cardui, I
THE EARLY GREEK AND
would spit up everything 1 ate. I had a
ROMAN CHEMISTS
tired, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I coultf hardly drag around,
irregular.
and would have severe headaches
111.,
August 11. The
Chicago,
has been known to
Since taking Cardui, I have entirely larkapur
quit spitting up what 1 eat Everything bo poisonous from the time
if
seems to digest all right, and 1 have the ancient Greek and Latin
writers
10
in
gained
pounds weight"
to the present, says c. i. iiarah.
rc
If you are a victim of any of the numerous ills so common to your sex, it is Is only in North America, however,
that they have been Important as causwrong to sufter.
For half a century, Cardui has been re- ing losses of stock. The record losses
lieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Cardui is successful because it is composed of ingredients which act specifically
on the womanly constitution, and helps
build the weakened organs back to health
and strength.
Cardui has helped others, and will help
you, too. Get a bottle today. You
U CI
won't regret it. Your druggist sells it.
Write to ! Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Ladles' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn.,for Special In
book. "Hoirt
$tmriiont on your case and
treatment for Women," sent in piain wrapper. NCI.'"

can go under high pressure through
better
a long campaign, coming ov.t
condition than when he entered. Such
a candidate, It seems to be the
of opinion In the party, t!3
occasion now demands. There aro
indications that the forces behind Conwith
gressman Willis are
these supporting former Senator Foraker for the- senatorial nomination.
This forms a strong political combination and one that the oppolstlon will
find it hard to heat
There are no contests for places on
the progressive ticket, the candidates
having been agreed upon In conference. A. L. Garford has been selected
as the candidate for Mr. Burton's seat
in the United States senate. There
is much speculation in all quarters as
to the probable strength that the progressive party will show. This, and
the extent of the opposition to Governor Cox In the democratic party, are
the two chief points of interest In the
primary election.

11, 1914.
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Information for all
long Sufferers

.

tow Larkspur.

In the cattle ranges of the West probably no poisonous plants, with the exception of the loco weeds, have
caused such heavy losses to the stockmen.

Laboratory, rhlhidelphla.

dence.

Pa., for

and E.
Drug company.
and f 2 a bottle.
Price
TEXAS

Reward,

$100

The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
treatment.
Hall's
a constitutional
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith
In its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it falls to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Adress. P. J. .CHENEY and CO., To-
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when

down may be
as convulsive, It can hardly
ha eaid that the poison produces convulsions. The kicking seems to bo
due largely to attempts to rise rather
than to involuntary contractions of
Uio muscles of the legs.
Poisoned
animals are always constipated and
usually recover if this condition can
be relieved. In all severe cases the
animals are nauseated and death frequently results from the contents of

the first stomach getting into the

windpipe. Many of the cases in which
loisoning is not severe will recover
if Cire is taken to turn the animal
after it falls, so that the head will be
higher than the rest of the body, and
to see that it ia not further
,

Interest Paid On Deposits

to the
OPTIC OFFICE

REPUBLICANS

W;o, Tex., Aug. I t. Delegates rep
resenting all of the counties of Texas
were oa hand when the republican
slate' convention was called to order
here shortly before noon today. The
convention plans to nominate a com
plete Btate ticket to be voted for in
the election next November. Plans
for a vigorous and systematic campaign also will be formulated.

or

the animal

Bring Your
Job Work

evi-

For sale by all leading druggists
Q. Murphey and Red Cross

It is difficult to estimate with any
degree of accuracy the extent of these
losses. A conservative estimate based
on reports from a large number of
ranges indicates that the annual loss
is from 3 to 5 per cent. A great many
of the stockmen who have reported
upon this subject have given an estimate of 5 per cent. Specific cases are
known where from 20 to 50 cattle
have died out of a single herd within ledo, O.
PHRASE a few hours, and other instances are
PRACTICE
FOREIGNERS
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Girl?
Boy
London, Aug. 11. While the phrase recorded in which individual stockTake Hall's Family Pills for constimen
as
have
200
lost
as
in
head
for
native
so
many
Engbit" is
easy
Question! 'alishlittle
a season. These losses are attributed pation. Adv
speaking persons to pronounce to
since
occurred
that It would seem to make a weak on larkspurs,where they haveare
IN SESSION AT WINNIPEG
abunlarkspurs
test for sobriety, It has been picked dantranges
Manitoba, Aug. 11. Bread
Winnipeg,
out from all other tongue twisters by
Small quantities of larkspurs can and cake manufacturers from the lead-ins- :
Professor Walter Rippman of the Uni- be eateiuwiUj..lmpunity. Experimentcitiea of Canada gathered here toversity of London for foreigners to al work shows that an animal must
day to attend a national convention
practice on. Any one who can say eat about 3 per cent of its weight called to discuss a number of Imporbefore
averand
that
being
affected,
' a little bit" correctly has nothing
age cases eat from 8 to 9 per cent of tant problems confronting the trade
else to fear In pronouncing English, their
weight Horses are not poisoned at the present time. The sessions will
This brings to many minds an old and Professor Rippman haa told the stu- unless
they eat a considerable quanti- continue several days.
tried family remedy (in external apdents from some 18 foreign countries ty.
plication known as "Mother's Friend."
The low larkspur is poisonous durDuring the period of expectancy It Is who are here to take the special sumDangers of Cholera IVlorbus
applied to the abdominal muscles and Is mer course of lectures
for
the whole of its life, but the plant
ing
arranged
designed to soothe the Intricate network
almost' every neighborhood soma
In
of nerves involved. In this manner it their benefit
disappears the last of June or early
one
died from an attack of cholera
has
has such a splendid influence as to justify
in
from
it
July. Poisoning
occurs,
The beginner in English usually
Its use in all cases of coming motherIn the months of May morbus before medicine could be proonly
therefore,
recombeen
hood.
has
It
generally
ge ts no closer to "a little bit" than "a
and June. The tall larkspur grows cured or a physician summoned. Evmended for years and years and thosa
who have used it speak in highest praise) leel beet" or "a leet bid." But when through the entire season, and as it
should be prepared for
of the immense relief it affords. Partiche does master It, the classic "prunes, matures the leaves lose their poison-ou- r ery family
such an emergency. Mrs. E. M. Snyularly do these knowing mothers speak;
so
and
midthat after the
"picked
properties,
of the absence of morning sickness, prisms and persimmons"
absence of strain on the ligaments ani a peck of pickled peppers" come com- dle of August they cease to be poi- der, Herkimer, N. Y., says "About four
freedom from those many other dissonous. The seeds are more poison- years ago my husband had an attack
tresses which are usually looked forward paratively easy.
ous
than the leaves, and occasionally of cholera morbus. I gave him Chamto with bo much concern.
die rather late in the sea- berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
cattle
There is no question but what
Don't endure the needless pain and son from
"Mother's Friend" haa a marked tendency
eating them.
Remedy and it relieved the pain Imto relieve the mind and this 6f itself in torment of rheumatism, aggravated as
The first symptom of larkspur poiiddition to the physical relief has given
and two or three doses "of
mediately,
it a very wide popularity among women. it 13 by the hot weather. W. T.
soning is ordinarily the falling of the it effected a cure." For sale by all
It is absolutely safe to use, renders
Nicholson, Ga., says: "I suf- animal. la the experimental poisonthe skin pliable, is penetrating in its
aches and pains of rheuma- ing it has been found that this falling dealers. Adv.
the
fered
embronature and is composed of those
cations best suited to thoroughly lubriswollen feet, irregular painful was preceded by a lack of appetite
cate the nerves, muscles, tendons and tism,
It is said De Wolf Hopper is planand
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills and general uneasiness, with a stiff
ligaments Involved.
ani- ning to revive "The Gondoliers." "The
When
the
gait.
staggering
You can obtain "Mother's Friend" at fixed me
up quickly. Foley's are the mal falls it goes down suddenly, the
ilmost any drug store.
"The Yeoman of the
It is prepared only by Bradfleld Keg- - best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross legs appearing to crumple up under Sorcerer,"
and "Trial by Jury" in one
Guard"
liator Co., 401 Lamar Bids., Atlanta, Ga.
Drug Co. Adv.
it In the lighter cases the animal bill, and later in the psrlng "Wang"
will hold its head erect and after a
time will get upon Its feet only to fall ar.d "El Capltan."
again shortly. While the motions of
Woman's Duty to Herself
CAPITAL PAID IN
Every woman owes it to herself to
keep in good health. No one can
t50.ooe.te
reasonably be expected to maintain
a cheerful disposition when half sick.
Indigestion and constipation are two
of the most common Ills to which women are subject and fortunately are
easily cured, Mrs. H. C. Getty, .InD. T. Hosklna, Cashier,
diana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I
was advised by a friend to try Chamberlain's Tablets for indigestion and
constipation. This medicine not only
cured me of these disorders but toned
;n$ up my whole system so that my health
has been better than for years since
taking them." For sale by all deal-er"tall LarKspur Before E'lussomlng.
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Would Ton Ilk to know more aliniir a
for Lun
Tmulile which ha
about
complete wo veritu 7
The milker ofninny
Kckuinn
Alterative aro
In reccint of
really wonderful remauj
aud will lx plcMaed to forward to
port
tou roplea of orlKlnnl letters and alxo
booklet on diet and proper care needed In
recovering health. Iuetljate thl caw:
1(119 8usuiiebaniia
Ave.. I'lilia , l'a.
'My Dear Hlr: For two years I was
afflicted with bemnrrhaces of the luntta.
aud In
of 10U2 I was taken with
a severeFebruary
attack of pneumonia.
When I
recovered sutlirlentlv to walk about the
bouse I was left with a frightful backlnx
couch, which no medicine I bnd taken
could alleviate. It was at this time,
'a
March. I!ft2, that I stnrted taking
Alterative. In a abort time my
couch was rone and I was pronounced
well. I cannot speak too highly for the
good It haa done."
HOWARD L. KTX)TZ.
(Signed)
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kckmun's -Alterative has been proven by
many yenrs- tent t be moot efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
Hronchhil Asthma. StubUiru
Cold
and In upbuilding
the avstem.
Contnlns no narcotics, poisons or halilt-fornin- g
Auk for booklet telling
drugs.
of recoveries
and write to Fcknuin

$100

In North America have been almost
entirely in the western section aud in
Canada, although isolated instances
of poisoning are known in the East.
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AUGUST

NAPOLEONIC

RELICS

Paris, Aug. 11. Some interesting
Napoleonic relies have been placed,
by order of the Paris courts, In the
keeping of the Carnavalet museum.
They consist of a sword given by Napoleon to General Rapp bearing the
inscription, "Napoleon General to
Colonel Marmier," the. dagger Bnatch-e- d
by General Rapp from the studednt
Knapps at Schoenbrunn, when the
latter attempted to assassinate Napoleon, and a sword of honor bearing
the' inscription, "To Governor General
Rapp with thanks from the city of
Dantzlg, 1808." These relics were de--

It will be

Taken Care of
with
Neatness and
Accuracy
posited by their owner in the hands i stitution, whicn. permits gambling.
of a woman who had undertaken tol About the
only gambling in Switzer
.
.. I
.
buiiv- - land ia in
sen11 41mum. ab.. .1iiiey were uviuier
the casinos, patronized by
nor returned, however, the matter tourists, and with bookmakers on
Engcame before the tribunal, which de- lish and French races. Public
opinion
cided that they should be placed in on the
subject has been growing steathe Carnavalet museum pending
dily for several years. Aa
committee with members of all
the cantons has organized; the petition
IN SWITZERLAND which must bo
considered by the gov
Berne, Switzerland, Aug. 11. The ernment as It has 50.000 signatures
federal government has received a pe- End under the law this is sufficient to
tition signed by 101,970 voters, remand- bring the matter to the attention of
ing a change in article 35 of the con the authorities.
!

1

anti-gambli-
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'Nothing doing around
here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
bull dogs.
'Let's- quit while the

quitting is good."
The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison. Mazda Lamps.
-

The Las Vejfas
Light and Power

Company
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; rKODIG LISM
Letters have been received from
Hammond,. Ind., in connection with
the suicide of a young man in this
city recently, too Intimate and too
pitiful for publication. They tell the
story of broken hearts of fond parents,
the tearing down of the sacred altar
of a mother's love, the waywardness
vj- -t
of thov boy of their dreams,
There is nothing new in it all. Ever
since the the first prodigal preferred
swill to his father's table boys . have
been going' wrong, but each new illustration of this perversity of human
nature, 'specially when it occurs at
short range, seems a little more awful than the last . - Heretical as it may sound hoys are
not bad at heart. Always in these
cases the" trouble is to be traced to
some outside influence. The wrong
in the heart is small; the influence of
th world, great Either drugs, as In
the present instance, or liquor, or
love is at the bottom of the
whole bad business. If the coming
geenration could be taught to respect
thf- - training at the mother's knee, and
carry its precept into the latter life,
when the mother is no longer there to
shield and protect, and the bitter
struggle is hardest, then there would
be no more prodlgalism and exile.
Perhaps, In some cases the mother's
knee Is not a vital Institution, but
only some formal habit that has no
intrinsic worth. This recent tragedy
hre suggests, hypothetical, that If
the hearthstone is swept clean the
curb stone will take care of itself.
-

o

Instead of taking advantage of its
wonderful opportunity for peace MexAT ico is again on the verge of internal
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
warfare. Following the example Bet
TIME
EXPIRATION OF
for them in Europe the Mexicans are
PAID FOR
each
about to begin
slaughtering
about
the other again and chattering
Advertisers are guaranteed
aurgest dally and weekly circulation glory.
o
f any newspaper in northern New
By crowding through the formality
Mexico.
of installing the members of the
reserve board in their posiTELEPHONES
Main 2 tions the government at 'Washington
fullness Office .
Main 2 has accomplished a move worthy of
News Department
all commendation. 'The actual operation of the system that they will repTUESDAY, AUGUST 11, 1914.
resent cannot be started too quickly.
,
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A ROY AL FAMILY KOW
Each of the four great rulers now
at war in Europe finds hlmBelt in the
rrsltlon of a soldier fighting against
V'3 own regiments and his own com-- j

There Is no glory in war any more
than ihere is dignity in death,. Death
is only horrible everything living re
volts against it. And war, in the last
analysis,1 is only death.
o

George of England,
:!liam of Germany, Nicholas of Rus- ' a an J Franz Joseph of Austria, each
liold rank in the armies and navies
tf the others. The kaiser Is a colonel
of the Imperial Russian body guard,
admiral of the Russian fleet, consul
of the First British royal dragoons and
fleet admiral of the English navy.
tJeorge Is admiral In the German navy
end colonel of the Prussian cuirassiers.
Franz Josef holds similar titles in tho
military establishments of his pres--

ent

Tider In chief.

enemies.

Even more curious is the blood rela
tionship existing between the various
"higher ups." George and William
end the czarina of Russia are all grandchildren of Victoria. So, also are the
kaiser's brother, Prince Henry of Prusthe
sia; the Duke of SaxeCoburg,
Cr; nd Duke of Hesse, Prince Albert of
Sthleswlg-Holsteiand the thru
piinces of the house of Rattenburg, all
of whom are officers in the German
Bi my. On the English side is another
r Victoria's grandchildren, Prince Arthur of Connaught, who will oppose
tils cousin. Emperor William. The
v.'nole family of the czar has' bo Intermarried with the royal houses of Gerara
many that in blood the Romanoffs
as German as the kaiser ' himself.
Franz Josef is connected" hy, many
L'.ood ties with hoth the kaiser and the,
c?ar, and by both Wood and marriage
with King Leopold of Belgium- It might seem that families even
royal, could live together in more
Christian unity. However.
n,

FKAXCR'S MOTIVE

OAIST
,

AUSTRIAN ARMY

ABMDONS
SERVIA

is officially, stated that .the French
troops around Splncourt, in the department of Meuse, forced the Ger
man cavajry to retreat.
The official communication con
cludes with, the statement that the
work of fortifying fjuxembyrg and
South Meti has been completed by
the Germans.
A large force of Germans Sunday
night attacked the French advance
guard which had pushed forward on
Cernay and Muelhausen.
Before this attack .the commander
of the French troops had quit Muelhausen and assembled his troops In
the rear of the town,, ; Ho Quickly
placed his forces in a fighting line
and stopped the advance of the Germans, who, according to French reports were superior u numbers.
e
An attack on RogerviUejrs'and
was attempted by the Germans but failed because the French
were supported by cannon from
Hab-linivll-

Amazons Defend Factory
According to special newspaper dis
patches the women workers in tho
B( lgian national arms factory at Hers-ta- l,
Just outside of Liege, defended
the village against the German attack.
The men were away serving in th?
army and the women, according to tlie
correspondent, swore that the German
troops should not take the factory.
They armed themselves with revol-er- s
and other weapons with which they
repulsed several charges of the German Uhlans.
When their ammunition was ex
hausted the women barricaded them
selves in the houses from which they
poured boiling water on, the German
soldiers In the streets. The correspondent says 2,000 Germans were disabled by wounds or scalds.
Children and old men shared in the
de'ense of .Herstal and on Friday the
PWglan colors still floated over the
factory building.
Japanese Soldiers Embark
Shanghai, China, Aug. 11. The captain of a Japanese vessel which ar
rived here today reported that 45,000
Japanese soldiers had embarked on
transports and were awaiting orders.
He said he believed their destination
was iTsiijg-Hau- ,
the German posses-sioin China.
,"
A French cruiser was sighted today,
accompanied by two German merchant vessels which she had captured as
prizes of war.
Japanese shipping interests have
made complaint of the disturbance of
trade caused by the operations of the
German fleet.
Riots are reported among Chinese
residents In Hong Kong owing to the
high prices of food and the danger
of famine.
The naval forces of the Australian
commonwealth in July comprised the
battle cruiser Australia of 19,200 tons,
with an armament of eight
guns,
lit four-incguns, and four
She carries a complement of
guns.
about 900 men.
Hesldes this first class vessel, Aus
tralia has several others in commis
n

.

12-i- n

(Conlinued From Page One.)
otficial announcement was made to- iay that an( engagement had taken
and Frenctt
place between German,
troops at Longey just inside the
French border at a point where Bel
gium, Luxemburg and German , Lorraine meet.
Another dispatch to the Exchange
Telegraph company, at Paris says it is
announced, that engagements between
the French and Germans have taken
fron
place along the Franco-Belgia- n
tier at Longey and Longui on French
territory and at VIrtnn, on Belgian
territory, to the southwest of Arlon.
German cavalry patrojs were met also
at the "north
ALriuUfcstry '?on the
'
Franco-Belgiafrontier.
Embassy Force Increased
The American embassy staff was
reinforced today by Chandler Hale,
former' assistant secretary of state,
and William Eustls of New York,
who arrived In London yesterday from
:
Havre.
.
Needy Germans are being assisted
in a. small way, but greater relief will
be available as soon as the wealthy
nafinaii a nf thn fitv r nfficiflllv ft?.
.
,M.(BM t(i , tho
fund will not be regarded; ks a. hostile
n

TUESDAY,

;f:

.

'
France will never rest content until acL
o;;
It retakes the . province . of Alsaccj Up to date 3,500; Germans have en- which, with. Lorraine, was given to rolled their, names at the American
Germany "in' 18T1 follOwfng the Franco- - consulate for military service, but
war. The richest of apparently: most of tbenv regarded the
In IregistrationT merely "as a protective
French provinces "and
population and inclination; It has 'ever pleasure to avoid charge of desertion.
I en a source of discord and of night- There is no suggestion, of any of them
mare, to the Berlin government
erying to get to Germany even if they
It Is not difficult to see the whyfore could.
of France's willingness to go to war , Dr. Ai j Lawrence Lowell, professor
vith Germany, backed, as she now is, of Harvard university, has requested
ty the powerful support of Great Bri- in a cablegram, to Ambassador Page
tain and Russia, Tlie full generation that the embassy advance funds to
find over that has Intervened since Harvard prbfessors now In Europe.
A quartet of Sioux Indians presentwar has not suf-the Franco-Prussiaficed to kill the deep chagrin of the ed themselves at the consulate gen- Fr n;h at the loss of this valuable ter-- eral today " asking to be repatriated,
ritory. and no effort or sacrifice will Robert; P. Ihhes, the American con-li- e
too great that will enable them to sul general, has cabled to Washington
regain it
asking for instructions regarding their
:
The invasion yesterday by the Arab- - case,
French is significant of this.
o
, German Cavalry Repulsed
fsittserlte for Tha Optia.
Paris, Aug. 11. (via London) - It

,.'"

n

1

--

sion.

The turret ship Cerebrus of 3,840
two
tons has four
Enand two G pounder guns. Th
counter, a light cruiser of 5.800 tons,
carries 11
eight
and one
guns, The Melbourne
a light cruiser of 5,600 tons carries
and four
guns
eilit h
with a crew of 376. The Pioneer, a
light cruiser of 2,200 tons, carries light
and eight
guns, and
a crew of 227. The Sydney a light
ciuiser of 5,600 tons, carries eight
and four
guns, and a
crew of 276. The torpedo boat des
troyers Derwent, Parramatta, Warrego
and Yarra are of 700 tons each, and
have crews of G6 men. They are very
six-inc-

six-inc-

fast.
There also are the gunboats Gayun-daand Protector and several subma
rines.
Germans Repulsed by Fort
Brussels, Aug. 11. fvia I.ondon.)
The Germans made a desperate
attempt on Fort Seraing, south of Liege,
Sunday night and were repulsed with
heavy loss. It Is estimated that 530
Germans "were killed within an a'r?a
: d
o? half a square miia
A bridge which the Germans were
Was shattered by the fire of
crossing
the '
had an exact rane.
The Germans attempted the assault
with great courage. Some of their
de ad were found
directly on the front
of the barbed wire fence that sur
rounds the fort. It is reported that
Prince William of LIppe, and son
who were killed, iwere charging at
the head of 100 German soldiers. Their
bodies were burled near the fort.
King Albert arrived during the
night from the general headquarters
of the Belgian army at Louvain to tho
northwest of Liege. His majesty pas
sea several hours In conference with
the Belgian minister of war, after
which a cabinet council was held.
French Defeat Germans
"An Qfficfi statement Issued today
says that at Houffalize in the Belgian
.

fort,-whic-

h'
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Luxemburg , a French patrol attacked
a squadron of German cavalry today ,
sabred them and took several prizes.
With the exception of slight encounters between reconnoiterlng f parties
qu'.et prevailed today in Belgium.
It was 'reported that the German
troops appeared to be reorganizing in
front of Liege preparatory to begin
ning a fresh forward movement Their
advance guards are on the banks, of
the river Ourthe.
,
One of the spies arrested hy the
Eelgians in Ostend had in his posses
sion plans indicating the halting points
of the German army on the march to
Perls. According to these Brussels
was to be reached August 3 and Lille,
France, August 5..
An official statement Issued by the
Bolglan war office at half past eleven
this morning states that the Germans
have dispatched some forces in a
westerly direction ftom the north cf
the river Meuse. The detachments, it
is said, did not appear very strong
and it was expected that the allied ar
my would drive them back.
Some outpost engnscments were
today in which the Germans
were repulsed.
The feeling among the allied troops
is very cheerful and their equipment
i
is excellent.
Cruiser Reported Taken
Rome, Aug. 11. Tliore is an uncon
firmed rumor that British and French
.

warships have captured the German
cruiser Goeben. On the other hand
correspondents at Athens report that
the Goeben and her sister cruiser, the
Hreslau, were sighted this morning
rounding Cape Matapan, the southern
extremity of the Morea, Greece at

tul

speed.

New York Sights British Cruiser
New York, Aug. 11. A British crui
ser, believed to be the Essex, suddenly appeared at the entrance of New
She was
York harbor this morning.

sighted off the highlands of Sandy
Hook at about 10:30 o'clock, apparent
ly bound In, but when within a mile
tnj a half of the bar she abruptly
hanged her course and steamed east
ward.

.

NEW YORK HARBOR
CONVOYS TRAMP STEAMER, N,E7
YORK CITY, BEARING.
j

:

DISPATCHES,

n4

h

t:.

GORHAM

New York,., Aug. 1.1. The British
cruiser Suffolk steamed into the en
trance to New York harbor to within
a mile and a half of the bar, this morn
ing, clearing the way for a safe pass
age for the British tramp steamer New
York City from Madeira. Aboard the
AND
Now York City were important dispatches for the British consul here,
placed there by officers of the Suf
folk an hour before.
QUALITY IS FIRST
The Suffolk's officers told officers
of the New York City that they had
CONSIDERATION
captured a German oil tank steamer
two days ago, also that the Suffolk
had sighted a supposedly German
cruiser with a consort recently, and
had given chase to the vessels but
I
V
tl.ey had eluded her. The tank steamer captured by the Suffolk was taken,
officers of the New York City say,
either to Halifax or Bermuda, they aid
not learn which.
,
It was considered probable that the
vessel was taken to Bermuda. Yester
day it was reported that a Britisn crui.HARVEY'S IS OPEN
ser was taking a German vessel as a
34th beason of this famous moun
war prize to Bermuda. The name oJ Lain resort
Carriage out every Sat
the vessel was given as the Kron
returning fallowing
morning,
urday
Frinz Wilhelm, one of the big trans- charges $ 10.00, transportaFriday;
Atlantic steamers of the North German tion, $1.00. Special rates for longKANSAS ' CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas
Lloyd line.
City, Aug. 11. Hogs, reLas
er- time.
Address East
Vegas,
In view of the story told by officers Box B. Leave orders at Murphey'n ceipts 7,000. Market 10 to 15 cents
of the New York City it was thought
lower.
jr Plaza hotel. Adv.
steaM
Cattle, receipts 10.0(H). Market
today that this was incorrect and that
'
"
'"
the prize was the German tank steamer
:'
dy.
WAR BULLETINS
The Red Star liner Krionland, fly
Sheep, receipts 8,00. Market steady.
Official
Aug.11.
Washington,
ing the American flag and bearing1 170
of
declaration
Austria's
of
notice
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
first cabin passengers, mostly Ameri
war on Montenegro was received
toChicago, Aug. 11. Wheat
prices
cans from Europe, came into port
state
department.
today by the
hroke quickly today under a rush of
day almost simultaneously with the
London Aug. 11. The British
selling orders by commission houses.
White Star liner Cedric (English.)
government today gave permission
Liverpool dispatches said that local
steamed
with
The Cedrip
cautiously,
,to the German banks in London
were sufficient for present
crops
only running lights burning.
to reopen for business under the
to 2 cents
needs.
After opening
The Cunarder Llsbania which left
Plen-6e- r
supervision of Sir William
lower, prices here suffered a moderhere at 1 o'clock last Wednesday
appointed by the treasury.
ate further decline. The close was
morning for a dash across the Atlantic,
London,
Aug. 11. The nationat
weak at 2Va to 2 cents net decline.
!0U
reached Fastnet, approximately
relief fund for the families of
Rains eased the corn market Tlie
miles from Liverpool between 8 and
killed or wounded In the
which ranged from 14 cent
10 o'clock this morning.'
opening,
war, which was started under the
off to 1V4 advance was followed by
auspices of the Prince of Wales
a setback all around. Corn closed unand the queen mother Alexandra,.
cents down to a like amount
settled,
SOUTH DOES HONOR
amounted this morning to $3,250,-000- .
up compared with last
Oats sagged with grain.
'
London, Aug. 11. England now
IiOwer prices for hogs carried down
TO MRS. WILSON
holds as
prisoners of war 800
provisions.. First saies were 15 to 27
German sailors taken from ships,
cents below last night, with pork showIN SITRAIN STOPS
captured by British war vessels or
FUNERAL
ing tho only decided subsequent rally.
,
seized In British ports.
The closing quotations were:
LENT DEPOT AMID HUSH... Valparaiso,
Chile, Aug. 11.
Wheat, Sept. 94; Dec. $1.
ED POPULACE
Sixty British, German, French and
Corn, Sept 78'; Dec. 69.
Norwegian sailing vessels, and
Oats, Sept. 41; Dec. 44.
eight steamships belonging to the
Atlanta,1 Ga Aug. 11. Sorrowfully,
Pork, Sept. $21.95; Jan. $21.65.
n
Kosmos line are detained In
with' bared heads and
Lard, Sept. $9.55; Oct. $9.72.
own-erports by order of their
faces, the people of her native state
Ribs, Sept. $12.50; Oct. $12.17.
today paid silent tribute to Mrs. 1
Havre, France, Aug. 11. BeWoodrow Wilson, when the train
Automobile si age line to Mora tritween
2,000 and 3,000 Americans
state
crossed
the
her
bearing
body
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satwere still waiting here today for
line on its way to its v!nal burial
urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffico
the
Rome.
at
In
the
other
states
sailing of the French transport
tlace
8 a. m., arriving Mora
9:45 a. m.
linersv France and Chicago, which
crowds were silent and respectful,
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
had been expected to depart
but In Georgia the people gathered in
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;.
every hamlet village and town, and
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
seemed
for one week. H. B. Hubbard," Propl
CONGENIAL WORK
A silent respectful crowd, the larg419 Railroad avenue, phone Main 397.
And Strength to Perform It
est that had gathered at any point
,r
Adv.
A person, in good health Is likely to
between here and Washington, assembled in this city. The train have a genial disposition, ambition,
V,,
stopped here 20 minutes. Miss Ale-thi- and enjoy work.
TVS- On the other hand, if the digestive
Axson, Miss Carrie Belle Axson
and Randolph Axson, cCusins of .Mrs. organs have been upset by wrong food,
Wilson, joined the president's party work becomes drudgery.
here. Absolute quiet reigned in the
"Until recently," writes a Washingstation while the train stood there.' ton girl, "I was a railroad stenograThe thousands who stood outside the pher, which means Ml , work, every
r,:'
!.:"
gates remained bare headed and
day.
"Like many other girls alone la a
until the train left,
The mayor and council of Atlanta large city I lived at a boarding house.
sent a wreath of flowers and ever For breakfast it was inush, greasy
greens and many floral offerings were meat, soggy cakes, black soffee, etc.
"After a few months of this diet I
received from (private sources. All of
these were taken on hoard. During used to feel sleepy and heavy in the
th eshort time that the special re- mornings. My work seemed a terri--.
mained here all business at the state ble effort, and I thought the work was
I
J
capitol was suspended, the legislature to blame too arduous. ,
father
heard
I
had
home
"At
mark
my
of
as
a
to
adjourning
respect
Mrs. Wilson's memory.
speak of a young fellow who went
Since the party left Washington few long distances In the cold on Grape-Nut- s
and cream and nothing more for
persons have seen the president He
remained In the darkened funral car breakfast.
"I concluded if It would tide him
sitting beside the casket, sorrowing.
silent None has spoken to him ex over a morning's, heavy . work, it.jnight
cept his daughters and Dr. Grayson.
help me, so; on my waj1 home one
At Gaitt8vilie,'lGaV, the birthplace night I 'bought a packagajand next
tnllk
of Miss Margaret Wilson, a delegation morning I had
met the train and silently offered a for breakfast
and In less
"I stuck to Grape-Nut- s
wreath, of flowers. Tears trickled
down the face of more than one on- than two weeks I noticed Improvement I remember I used to walk the your
looker.
shop,
Vj!J'
12 blocks to business and knew how
packed
Government Departments Closed
good It was simply to live.
11..
ever
did
"As
work
to
All
well,
the
you
my
gov
Washington, Aug.
ernment departments' were closed feel the delight of having congenial who feel
way
n
while funeral services for Mrs.
work and the strength to perform it?
clothes.
in
were being conducted at Rome, That's how I felt I truly believe
Ga. Congress, however, was In ses- there's life and vigor in every grain
sion as.it was the president's wish of Grape-Nuts.- "
that the bnsiaess fif legislatlo'n should
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
not he interrupted. Flags on office Creek, Mich. Read "The Road to today.
buildings and on private offices gen- Wellville," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
erally were at. half mast..,.
Ever read tKe above letterf A new
Why read news 24 hours late when one appears from time to time. They
"
The Store of Quality
your home paper gives you the same are genuine, true, and fulfof human
service hot off the wire?
Castaneda
Hotel
interest.
Opposite

iI

Sterling Silver,
Hawkes Cut Glass
Pickard China

m
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Six Carloads of Prisoners
St. Petersburg,1 (via London)- - Aug.
11. A telegram received here today
from Vllnay, says six carloads of Ger-

man prisoners passed through that
city this morning on their way to the
Interior of Russia. Four wounded German officerswere taken to the Vllnay
.
hospital.
The Russian general staff announced
that the Russian troops today dislodged a large body of Austrian troops
from the entrenched village of Za- leiche in Austria to the southwest of
Radziviloff in the Russian province of
Volhynl. The Russians sabred a section of:,the 15th Austrian infantry
vhlle the 13th Austrian lancers and
the 33rd Austrian landwehr fled in
disorder. 3
The Austrian troops who previously had occupied Radziviloff hastily
evacuated the place after the Russian
success on Austrian territory.
. No other serious engagements have
been reported from the Austra-Rus-siafrontier.
n

State of War in Bulgaria
Sofia, Bulgaria, Aug. 11. (via London) A state of war had been pro
claimed throughout Bulgiaria in order
to enable the government to prepare
to guard the frontiers against violations.
Premier Radoslauff announced in
the Sobranje that Bulgaria had determined to observe the strictest neutrality but must take measures to
repulse any violation of her frontiers.
Martial Law In Holland
The Hague, "Netherlands, Aug. n.
(via London) A royal decree publish
ed in the official gazette hera ioday
proclaimed a state of war fa the
Dutch provinces of Limburg, North
lirabant, Zeeland and some parts of
Gelderland, south of the. river Waal
German Reservists Drill in Chicago
11. Reports
that
Chicago, Aug.
German reservists are drilling in the
,

suburb of" ElmsfirW were investigat
ed 'today by federal authorities. Such
aotirdi wouidrbe i violation ' of the
L'i:tted, .States neutrality declaration.
German reservlsts'were
given .lodgings at the Elmhurst Eveu-geliccollege when, arriving here
Seventy-fiv-

BRITISH CRUISER IN

e

from various sections of the country
expecting to be sent .to Germany, it
was found impossible
to transport
them. The reservists were warned
against drilling yesterday by Kurt
Von Relswitz, German consul at Chi
cago, but according to information received at the office of the United
States district attorney the warning
:
had been disregarded.
A Hint to the Wise f Sufficient
' When constipated take Chamberlain's Tablets. They are easy to take
and most agreeable in eff- -f t. For
saleby all dealers. Adv."

.
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get a
AIMING to Come,
to us then and let us
show you the latest

Grapo-Nuts!ah-

Soft and Stiff Stet-

sons for Fall. Thisis"
remember
with alert and
virile styles for men
about
that
their
Drop
and get acquainted with
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Aria., last night at 9.40 o'clock, as a
result of injuries received in a motor

PERSONALS
Jenkins Is a Denver visitor in
city.
rs. C. 'Komuna ana unuguier m
falo are spending a few days in
city, v
H. M. Cumminga of Boston is a
usiness visitor In Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Reid are visit-from. Kosweiu
'Hoskina of La Junta is spend- E.
ng a few days in this city.
J. B. Clark of Santa Fe is in this
city on a visit.
Jacob Stern and daughter, Regina,
left last night for New York,'
Miss Marie Roberts left this morning for Santa Fe, Mrs. Frank H. H.
Roberts left on the noon train for the
Capitol City.
R. B. Payne of Maxwell is a business visitor in Las Vegas.
D. J. Penn is a Trinidad visitor irf
the city.
X F. Smith is a Chtcagoan spending
several days in this city..
'
Mr. and Mrs. J, F. Flemming are
Albuquerque visitors in Las Vegas.
A party cojiiposed of Edwin Rosenthal, Frank ... Condon and Samuel J.
Daley left this morning for the mountains oU a week's camping trip.
Albert Strauss and Carl Regens-ber- g
returned from Denyer. yesterday.
A. A. Reilly and M. J: Al. Hole are
tourists in the city ' from Youngstown,
V- -

--

k--s

'

.

'
cycle accident Sunday. He lived 24
hours after be was hurt and was under the care of specialists, but nothing
cculj be done to save big life.
Mr! Dillon was 22 years of age, the
dajL.pf his,death. being his natal d&r,
end had a very bright future before
him. 'lie' was employed at Douglas,
Aritf., as a telegrapher on the El Paso
snd Southwestern railroad, and was a
general favorite with ail the employes.
He was 'accommodating and genial to
all. Everyone who knew him was his
'.
friend."
.
.
Tie remains will be brought to thi
city for burial.'. The time of the last
ceremonies win not be announced until, the arrival of bis father and two
brothers. Joseph Dillon arrived this
noon from Pueblo and W. H. Dillon
Is expected tomorrow evening from

Nevada- -.

RESULTS

YESTERDAY'S

American League.

,
A

Cleveland-- "

;

'?
,R. H.E.

5 1
-- 5
Philadelphia
6 3
-- .1
Cleveland.
Batteries;. Bush and Sch'ang; Steen,
Blandlng' and O'Neil.
J-i.-t

Louis.
,

At St.
New York
St. ..Louis

.

R. H.E.
-- 1

,

6

0

:4 10. 0
Batteries:, Caldwell and Sweeney;
'
eilman and Agnew. :

'
Ohio.
,
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Holt of El Paso

Natfonat League
; ...
R. H. E.
At Boston
arrived in Las Vegas recently to visit Cincinnati
1 6 1
Mrs. Holt's mother, ,Mrs. J. H. Ward.
3
8 1
Boston .
-Mr. Holt has been called to Colorado
BatteriesBeton, Yingling and
on business, but will return the latter
and
Gowdy.
Clark;
Japes
.
.
part of the weelc
J. R. Little, manager of the Butler
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
'
ranch in Colorado, for Captain E. B. Chicago 0 4 3
Wh'eeler, is a business visitor in" the Brooklyn- . .
6 7 1
city.
Batteries: Lajender, Zazel and ArJudge David J. Leahy left this after- cher; Allen and Miller.
noon for Santa Fe on a short automo"
tive trip. ,
R. H, E.
At New York
M E. Ramsey of St. Louis is a busi- St. Louis .'
2
6 1
.
ness visitor in the city.
1
8 10 1
New York
R. R. McBride, of Albuquerque came
Batteries: Perdue, Perrltt and Sny--,
in this afternoon and will be in the der;" Tesreau and Meyers. '
city for several days attending business transactions.
. At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
Max Nordhaus came in this after- Pittsburgh 4 10 1
noon from his home at Albuquerque Philadelphia .
2 9 3
and will remain in this city for some
Batteries: Harmon and Gibson; Tin
time.
pup and Killifer.
Miss Jackson left this aafternoon for
her home in North Carolina.
Federal League
'
At Kansas City
R. H. E.
FIRE THAT WASN'T
7 16 1
Buffalo . j:
At about 3:30 o'clock this afternoon Kansas City '
..3 10 1
the fire bells rang out and the siren
Batteries : Moran and Allen "Packtooted an.d the wagons started on the, ard, Adams, Harris and Ezenroth.
dead run in response to the call, which
came" from Mora avenue, and, fore-- '
R. H. E.
;
At 'St Louis'
12 1
seeing a conflagration to' relieve the Pittsburgh .
tedium of the war news, the .Optic St Louis'
1
...7 i6 .2
held its breath. Some threshing maBatteries:
Walker, Dickison and
chine engineer was firing up, and Berry; Davenport, Neupper and, Si- '
some enterprising bone head, geein? raon-- '
:
the cloud of smoke got busy with the
. ,
R. H, E.
At Indianapolis
telephone, with the stated-- results'.
R. H. E.
That is, all the results but one. The Baltimore 1 'i 1
cub came, crestfallen and - dejected, Indianapolis '
Batteries:'iback to his desk, after a hike - into
Bailey and Jacklitsch;
the suburbs, and wanted his pay Moseley and Rariden.
'
'
check quick.
Western League '
R. H. E.
At St Joseph-- ..
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IN DEED OF CONVEY-MENSMILING DAMSEL PUTS
OVER ANOTHER STUNT

PROVISION

twenty-fourt-

FATAL'TO N.

ACCIDENT

J.

DILLON

FORMER'LAS VEGAS YOUNG MAN
SUFFERS INJURIES THAT,
CAUSE DEATH
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EXPIRES
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NO CLEW TO RE- -
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is ' the best

hearty laugh'
That evening Mrs.
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$252, 270.47

-

Total Resources January 1,1914

$320,653.83

Total Resources July 11914 - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank
THIEF WITH DOMESTIC

14, 1912.

FOOD STUFFS HIGH

PROCLIVITIES ACTIVE

,

Trust Company

&

COMMENCED BUSINESS OCTOBER

EIGHT PEOPLE DROWN

IN GERMAN CAPITAL

IN CONNECTICUT WATER

RAID ON HOME TAKES SALT CLIMBS TO EIGHT CENTS A ONE, A BRIDEGROOM OF A FEW
AWAY LIBRARY LAMP AND
POUND AND POLICE PROTECT
WEEKS, SEIZED WITH
CURTAINS
THE STORES
CRAMPS

IN NIGHT

e
Denver, Aug. 11 The
who
in
annexing
persists
burglar,
other people's property, in spite of
the efforts of the police to the contrary, visited the home of R. H. Boggs
at 2187 South Adams street. University park, last night and carried away
a brass library lamp and a pair of
lace curtains.
The lamp is the second he has
stolen since he began operations. The
curtains are pair No. 4.
Chief O'Neil opines that the fellow
in furnishing a house. Deputy Chief
Leyden hopes he will soon get the
operation over with.

Berlin, Aug. 11. Berlin now relies
exclusively on its waterways for the
transportation of food. All productions
arc being shipped in large barges mov-ir- g
at about 10 miles a day, each barge
carrying as much as a limited freight
'
.',
train.
Salt has become a rare commodity,
Utile less than 8 cents a pound being
asked. Lard costs up to 16 cents a
round, and all kinds of meat have advanced nearly 4 cents a pound.
Coffee, eggs, butter and flour are in
such demand that all stores are under
po'ice protection, the police regulating
the entry and exit of customers.
MINNESOTA GOLF TOURNEY
The entire food supply of Berlin now
'
IXiluth,' Minn,,, Aug.' 11. The an- Is under the orders of the minister of
nual tournament for the champion- the interior, in conjunction with the
ship of the Minnesota State Golf as- municipal authorities. The minister
sociation opened auspiciously today on of the Interior commands certain disthe links of the Northland Country tricts to sell to Berlin certain proclub. The play will continue until the ducts, and a district is riot penpitted
end of the week.
to sell to any other town or .village
while under orders of the home office.
The Princess Theater company of
New York Is appearing In San
Francis Wilson is to siar In a new
and original play the coming season.
little-aUa-tim-

.

New Have, Conn., Aug. 11. Eight
persons lost their lives by drowning
in Connecticut waters.
In Stamford
four young men, laborers, were drowned together when they stepped into a
deep hole in a lagoon.
William Robichand, a bridegroom of
a few weeks, was seized with cramps
while swimming in the ,'. Shetuclket '
river near Baltic. In Mew London.
Percy Hewlett, aged 15, fell from a
rowboat Into the Thames river. Alice
Raymond, 11, waded into a deep hole
in the Yantic river near Norwich. In
Wililmantic Steni Vssick, aged 18,
who could not swim, waded into 18
feet of water in the Wililmantic river.
.

Re3d The Optic Want Ads,
MEETING CALLED OFF
London, Aug. 11. The international
congress of building and loan asso
ciations, which was to have assembled
in London today, has been Indefinitely
postponed because of the war situation. Pome of the American delegates to the congress had already

medi-

makes men
smoke hungry
Just you get a whiff of "the national
joy smoke" and it's dollars to doughnuts you beat it 'cross lots to the
nearest store that sells tobacco
and stock up! The flavor and
aroma of Prince Albert has got 'em
all backed off the boards. It sure
will hit the spot with you. Get the
drift of that?

"jMM
Mmm

in establishing the parcels post servR. H.E. ice is being appreciated by the public.
2
6 3 This is shown by the great Increase
4 4 1 or use of this branch of the postal

PRIMARY

primary convention of the republi
cans, of Precinct 29 is hereby called to
meet at 8 o'clock p. m. on Friday,
August 14, 1914, In the council cham
ber of the city hall in the city of Las
Vegas, for the purpose of selecting
11 delegates from said precinct to the
county convention of the republican
party that will be held in the town of
Las Vegas on August 15, 1914, to select delegates from San Miguel county
to the republican state convention that
will be held in the city of Santa Fe
on August 21, 1914. ,
By order of the precinct committee.
JOHN H. .YORK, Chairman.
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POSTOFF1CE ITEMS
The good work done by Uncle Sam

Parcels post packages may
a nominal sum and
Uio chance of the packages not reaching their destination is greatly reduced. An Insurance tag is tacked onto
all insurance parcels. The growth of
this business is so great that it is impossible for the department at Washington to keep up with the demand for
supplies.
A large number of... peaches have
been shipped into Jthis city from Bernalillo by the parcels, post Bervlce.
Tomatoes and peaches are coming Ji
from San Juan county In. large num
''
:
bers.
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Total Resources July i,

$188,300.76
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now be Insured for

You Will Find-

Information

RECLUSE

DENVER

3

Clemons and Graham;
Batteries:
Sanford and Rapps.

Nick J.. Dillon, son, of Mr. and Mrs.
At Omaha
N. J. Dillon, of this city,' died 'In' the iDea Moines
L
Copper Queen hospital at Bisbee, Omaha
,

8.

From week to week this space will ncio some interesting
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evldencs of growth. '

'
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MOTORCYCLE
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DISAPPEARS FROM HOME

reel in thai Mutual
Denver, Aug. 11. A telegram re-Gir? series is to be seen at the Mutual ctlved
by Chief of Police O'Neill this
theater in Old Town tonight "In the
announcing the death of W,
morning,
last reel the girl was recovering from
F.
at Laramie, Wyo., and
PInkerton
an accident and was removed to her
information
for
asking
she
where
home
aunt's
concerning hi
rapidly galas
Lack her heatlh. The story of the reel relatives, led to the discovery that
tonight is interesting and educational. Pinkerton disappeared two weeks ago
They all were sitting on the broad from his home at 1323 Tenth street
veranda of John Travers'
country
under mysterious circumstances.
house, looking out over the rhododenThe manner of his death was uut
dron garden, brilliant with bloom. Marcenter
of the slated In the telegram, but furthf.r
garet was the magnetic
watched
Knickerbocker
Mrs.
information has been asked of the
group.
her fondly. There was a delicate col Laramie authorities..
or in the dear child s cheeks. MarPinkerton was a recluse, according
garet's aunt exchanged grateful glan- to
people living In the vicinity of his
J
an
ces with Miss Morris,' the nurse,
home.
Stories in
neighborhood
and
nodded
Travers
Madge
brlshtly
to
are
the
effort that he had hoarded
sympathetically to Mrs. Knickerbocker.
a considnrp'jle amount of money and
Dunbar and Travers sat by. with reeither 'arried on his person or secret-'- !
lieved faces, u
somewhere In his home. When
too
mucn,
"If It wouldn't tire you
'.,( dropped out of si'ht his neighbors
Knickedbock
Mrs.
u;
said
my dear,"
took no particular notice of his disapaddressing her niece, "won't :c a tell
pearance, because he never associated
beth".
from
y
us the whole story
yc:
'
v
cf them and they felt no r
ginning?"
irt his movements.
ft
will
,"Vhy yes. But Mr. Travor3..
Word of his death was communicathave to help me out" .Margaret laughed
to Ben E.- Woodward, public adOac
ed, casting a teasing glance at
who wilKmake a search of
ministrator,
tho
from
ycung millionaire. "You, see,
bis belongings for a clew to thj
time he ran me down, to when they
whereabouts of his relatives.
brought me to, upstairs, I didn't know
a thing that was happening to me."
THERE'S A DIFFERENCE
Between them they told the whole
Madrid,
Aug. 11. On one of his rewhile
And
a
such
short
what
story.
cent
to Barritz King Alphonso
visits
before, had seemed so serious, now had to use one
of the ordinary railroad
appeared a most amusing tale. When station cabs.
Arriving at his destinathe recital was finished, Margaret forthe
asked the amount due.
tion,
king
gave Travers before them all. And
I recognize you well," said the
"Oh,
in
for hearty congratulaDunbar came
driver. 'For the king of spaln it will
tions from everybody. It was evident
10 francs ($2). His majesty smiled
be
that Margaret's beaming smile of
at the meter on the vehicle.
glanced
gratitude was the thanks he prized and handed
the driver the sum indicat
most.
ed Ihereby, phts an ordinary tip. Some
and
her
When Mrs. Knickerbocker
after Alpftonso returned to Biarr.iece were left alone, the aunt re- days
to
ritz
consult his physician. This
marked that the girl's face had lost
time he also made use of a cab', but
seme of its animation.
,
with a different result Whea the
"You are tired, child. We shouldn't
king
inquired what the bill was the
she
so
long,"
have kept you talking
driver replied: "Your majesty owes
'
said.
me nothing for this small
service
"Oh, no it did me good auntie. . But which I have
had the honor to render
Someam
a
little
I
weary.
perhaps
him," whereupon the king handed him
how,, I feel so blue, dear.",
a new 100. franc ($20) bill.
Mrs. Knickerbocker drew the phone
toward her and called up the doctor.
When the big man came, he merely
glanced over his patient keenly , and
The

-

,

11, 1914.

AGAIN THIS EVENING AND DIES MYSTERIOUSLY

Knickerbocker
motbred back to town. She wrote a
note and, addressing It, sent her butler
with it. The missive Tead, "Mrs.
Knickerbocker asks a favor of a distinguished humorist." In a short time
the car returned, and James ushered
into the drawing room Irving S. Cobb.
It was arranged that Mr. Cobb should
drive out to Travers' country place with
Mrs. Knickerbocker the following day.
When Our Mutual Girl found herself
sitting beside the famous humori st,
listening to one of his funniest storie3,
the doleful .look vanished from her
10 2 features. She burst Into her old, clear,
Sioux 'City
5a0 1 ripRllng laugh, throwing back her pretSt Joseph''-- .
"Batteries: Gaspar, Clark and Mur- - ty head in an abandonment of mirth.
phyj'Brown, Lafferty and Griffith..
Auit from Ahat hour the improvement
in her health and spirits was simply
R.H.'E. wonderful.
At Topeka .
:
'
6 8 1
Wichita
-

.:..6
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the national joy smoke
i
'

V

just does all that we say it will do.
It can 't bite your tongue and it

can't parch your throat. All this
is because P. A., is made by a
patented process that cuts out the
bite! Why, this process has simply

i-- -,

revolutionized smoking tobacco.
Prince Albert rolls up the bulliest
makin's cigarette you or any other
man ever smoked. It puts the jolt
of joy right into your system.
You can just do "makin's" sunrise
to sunset and have a lot of fun.
Why, P. A. in a cigarette is absolutely a revelation. You go to it!
Buy Princt Albert tvtryichert; in thm
toppy rmd bags, 5c; tidy red tint, 10c;
aUo in pound and
d
hamidorm.
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played in an idle moment; and wrien
he started it he had not known it was
she who lay at the root aud source ot
He
hia adventure! His
almost laughed aloud at the thought
or it Why, it wai only in" fun. And
undoubtedly the Madonna Lady had understood it so. It was Impossible that
she waa serious! It was quite useless
for her to be so, at any rate. Pedro
was so lover for her.
At the thought he laughed merrily.
But Hill could not know that Suppose the painter, were to hear of his,
Pedro's, attentions to Miss Vanderpool!
Well, now that the little society item
had revealed the true state of affairs,
there would be no more flirting, that
was assured. But a friendship was
surely another matter. He liked her
so much! Next to Leigh, she appealed
to him more than any of his new acquaintances. He really must get to
know her better. Then there was that
exquisite line of her throat; he simply
muet paint it a real Madonna, with

MPOSSEEE BOY
&mk wiicoxCD.pulnam
RHODES
ILLUSTRATIONS
OOpyPICHT

&"

POftP3-AE(?gl-

SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I Tha opn road. Pedro
Md tha dancing bar, Mr. Jonea.
young
a tramp from steallnf
bady's purs. Pedro's ambition to beoome
and
Old
Nlta,
to
lilm
quit
a painter spurs
tha trailing bear dancera.
Old Nlta and the
CHAPTER
atart tor New York. Pedro
car tralnera Ttldro,
man
a
paints a portrait
nd o earna a meal tor the sees
o
adventure
The lady of the purse
painting aa alia pasties.

pra-wi- nt

i

(r

lunch-wanto- n

fe-dr-

CHAPTER III New York.
Vanderpool quarrels with her
8am Hill, and they part.
covers In her father's desk
which she recognista aa that
who rescued her from the

Miss

artist

Iris

lov-- r.

She disa portrait
of Pedro,

purse-snatche-

r.

the despondent
CHAPTER
meets Peiiro and Mr. Jones In
Hvashinston square.. They dine together.
Hill discovers talent In Pedro's drawings
and In a mad desire to lose himself laRives
exhis studio and all In it to Pedro
change tor Mr. Jonea.
IV-H- I1I,

"lover,

CHAPTER V Pedro occupies HIU's
Utudio and cfills on llgh, the sculptor,
tn
(with a letter Horn Hill. Leigh, calling
(return, In the alUy humps into two men,
Vanderpool,
lone of whom is Ucginald
jlris' father, in disguise.
CHAPTER VI Vanderpool' s companion goes into the bisement of Hill's Btudlo
Und talks with Itkardo, or Howe, tno
basement tenant, of a conspiracy against
Vanderpool,
i. ,r..ir,
Runa has a secret hold, Is
R.inorn Duiissa and her child,
in,iiuo,i
(supposedly dead In an uprising, liowe
Wtnows to be alive.
CHAPTER VII Pedro gains entrance
meets
to an artist'a meeting at Milligan's,
beIris again, makes many frloiids andnews
for
comes unconsciously a subject
paper copy.
l
Behind Ue bar sat J'llkb, adding up

his accounts.

From his ledger he

(glanced at the wide pasty face of the
kjlock opposite, and then at the group
at the largest table. Would they never
ij;o borne? Their glasses were empty.
fThen suddenly, as one man, they arose
land following Rowe (who was friend
to Mikey by virtue of a
ill), went to the inner room. They
tdid not enter, but stood at the door.
fifty-doll-

Mikey etrained his ears to .hear the
Jlady speak, but whatever greeting she
jnttered was said in so low a voice as
toot to be articulate from where he
at Then the man who had produced
the paper spoke.
"We shall not disturb you, senora,"
!he said, "for you are fatigued. We
merely wish to pay you our homage
jind assure you of our fidelity."
Again that low murmur, and then,
one by one, all bowed and left save
Howe and the cab driver, who entered
taa little room, closing the door after

CO

(t

With much grumbling Old Nlta
started for the door, which was at the
opposite end of the apartment, and beyond that leading Into the small room
into which Rowe had led his friends.
Still puzzling about the appearance of
the former, .Hill buttoned his coat
about him, and gathered up the bear
pole and chain, preparatory to following her. Who the deuce was that man
ah no, it could not be yes, by
Jove, it was, though! One of his tenants with whom he had scarcely
spoken. A fellow who lived below the
studio. He put a supporting band beneath Old Nita'a elbow. One by one
the lights were being extinguished by
Mikey, till only a single lantern
burned near the exit
"Hurry up, nowl" admonished the
proprietor.
"Going. Ireland; good night," responded Hill smoothly.
Just then the door to the little inner
room was opened and three figures,
one of them the woman's, hooded and
veiled, appeared directly in their path.
"How much, Mike?" said Rowe, stepping forward. Then he caught sight
of the old woman, and stood for an
instant ae though transfixed with
alarm. At the same moment she saw
his face, and her own became livid.
Rage, fear and hate were lurking there,
and shaking herself free of Hill, Bhe
sprang for Rowe, her old hands curled
like the claws of some vicious bird ot
prey.
"Devil!" she screamed, "have I
found thee at last?"
With an oath Rowe fended her off,
his forearm striking her a stunning
blow, and then, quick as a cat, he overturned the last remaining lamp, and,
Beizing the veiled ludy, pushed to the
outer door, Sancho, who also seemed
to recognize the old woman, preceding
and opening it hastily. Old Nita,
stunned by the blow, fell to the floor,
while Hill sprang at Rowe but too
late. For a fleeting Instant the Spaniard's face could be seen, sardonic, unearthly, in the white light from the
street, before he slammed the heavy
door to, catching Hill on the jaw with
the edge of it Then he was gone with
his companions, while over the dark
turmoil and confusion in the bar lingered the echo of a laugh, mirthless
beyond description.
CHAPTER

mm

The Lady of Mystery.
"Aw, some funny things happens,"
iid Mikey, not however, with auy spe
Wrapped in a brilliant yellow bathcial reference to bumor. He stretched robe, Pedro was finishing breakfast.
himself and yawned. "They'll be go Having perched himself upon a high
ing in a minute," he added presently. stool, he broke the rind of an orange
with the tip of a palette knife, while
"Glory be, they are the last."
Suddenly he stopped, remembering staring contemplatively at a
canvas one of the many with
a couple who were seated in the
by the stove. Earlier In the which the room was littered. Then he
finevening these two and their bear hau ate pensively, and when he had
entered the then crowded saloon, and ished, lighted a cigarette and opened
though the throng had grown steadily the morning paper. From the front
3ess, and the coins fewer, they had lin- page sprang a piece of news that fairly
d

semi-obscurit-

gered, loath to be turned out Into the made him jump.
his own name.

istorm. Also they had bought, so Mikey
3et them remain and now the woman,
n ancient soul, picturesque and hag-

gard, had fulen asleep where she sat,
overcome perhaps by her last glass o(

The

bore

SPANISH PAINTER HERE
Signor Pedro Has Taken S. J. Hill's
Studio for the Winter. To Paint
City as It Is.
NOTED

This was the caption, after which
followed an interview with himself,
based upon what he had said to Pell,
the young reporter, the night before,
but considerably embellished by that
gentleman's own imagination. For several moments the reader was quite
overcome with amusement He, Pedro,
the Impertinent, the unknown, tie
mere student, thus advertised, thus
hauled to fame! In writing the article,
Pell had assumed the same sort of
knowledge on the part rft his readers
that he had himself assumed. Thus,
upon nothing, he had built the founda
tions of a reputation.
The lad laughed, and spreading the
paper open before him on the table,
lighted another cigarette and admired
his name in print.
Then an item of personal interest
caught his critical eye. Samuel J.
Hill, the eminent portrait-paintewhose engagement to Miss Iris Van
derpool, the asphalt king's daughter,
had been persistently rumored, had
gone South for the winter; and it
would appear that the engagement. If
any such existed, had been broken,
for reasons unknown.
Again appeared Signor Pedro (C. E.
Pedro, this time, for reason unguessand shuffle."
able), who had taken his confrere's
He was about to lay his hand upon studio for an indefinite ,term.
her shoulder when Sam gripped bis
Pedro put the paper down and gave
forearm and gently pushed him aside. his yellow robe an extra fold about
Astonished at his guest's strength, the him before sinking into a reverie.
Ah! this explained much Hill's sud
husky Irishman stepped back, and
watched while Hill gently awoke the den anxiety to leave town, hia unhap-pineseld woman.
his reckless generosity to the
"Awake, Nita," eaid Hill. "Come, lit- tirst needy stranger whom he met.
our These two had some silly quarrel, per
tle blossom of the bramble-vine- ,
host Is giving us godspeed."
haps. It could not have really been so
Quickly she was awake, regaining serious as they apparently made it
consciousness with that speed which is Why, never were two people more
a faculty of those who are old. With ideally suited to each other, or he,
a grotesque gesture she straightened Pedro, was no judge! And in the
the handkerchief upon her head, and meanwhile what had he, himself, done!
gathering her shawl about her with Heavens! Last night, what had he
one hand, she stretched the other said to her? What would she think?
across the table to her glass.
The beloved of his friend the friend
"Oh, my immortal soul!" she mut- who had done everything for him
tered, "just another little drop to keep who had benefited him beyond any!
out the cold, my handsome boy."
What a traitor he would appear! Of
was the merest
"Nix," said the barkeeper, "out yon course, his
so. This place is going to bed."
joke nothing but a pretty game,

rum.

Her companion was a man of perunshaven, ehabby in a
haps thirty-five- ,
suit of clothing that had originally
ibeen of faultless cut and style.
It was Sam Hill, but Hill so stripped
of smugness, so shorn of vanity, and
so sensitive to the true context of his
environment, that hie friends would
2iave been hard put to recognize him.
iAt his feet lay Mr. Jones, the bear,
tasleep, and between his teeth he
'clutched a short blackened pipe of
lay. On the table at his hand a liquot
iglass of brandy stood untouched. Tc
himself he was saying, apropos oi
Howe:
"Now who the deuce Is that
man? Where have I seen his rascally
lace before?" Then- Mikey advanced
"You'll have to get out of this, you
itwo, he eaia sharply; "come ou now,
up and be off with you!"
Without otherwise moving. Hill took
tip his glass and drained it.
"You've a snug berth here," said he.
""Why not let us sleep the night by
your stove? It's snowing now, and we
ere honest folk. You'll find nothing
missing In the morning."
"That's a good one," laughed Mikey.
"Let you sleep here, indeed! I guess
loot! Come on now, old lady, wake up
'

the Shoulder a Little Higher
That's It"

"So

?

e

blue draperies about her head a leaf
out of the book of the old masters, yet
quick with life.
Just as he reached this amiable conclusion the studio door was flung open
to admit the vivacious figure ot a
young woman, all gold and pink and
white, from her fluffy head to the hem
of her frilled apron of lawn.
This young person was Miss Cassie
Goodell, from the floor below the
young lady of the violets.
"Mornin", Pedro," she greeted him.
"I've come to do your rooms."
"Impertinent!" he gasped, closing
the door behind her. "How many
times have I told you to knock before
entering, eh?"
"As often as I come up!" she ad
mitted, making a raid upon the cigar
ettes.
"Some day you may be sorry!" he
warned her. "Suppose I were not
clothed?"
"Lord bless you, Pedro dear," she re
plied amuBedly, "I shouldn't die of the
shock, having posed in a pleasant
smile myself for over five years."
Well, you knock next time!" he
said excitedly. "I care, if you don't"
She finished with the dishes and set
herself to making the bed, after, as
usual, vainly .searching for toilet articles to put away. Aa ever, she mar
veled anew at the nicety with which
his personal belongings were kept in
contrast to his shabby housekeeping.
She soon finished what there was to
do and returned to the studio, just
pausing to prink a bit before the mirror. As she entered, Pedro beckoned
to her.
Hold out your arm a minute, Cas- eie, he bade her, speaking witnout
coming out fit his absorption. "No!
bo; the shoulder a little higher. That's

it!"

Then he worked violently for a few
moments.
"Rest" he said, then: "That's all.
I'm not going to work this morning.
I've got an engagement for the noon
meal."
She turned to go, gathering up her
At the
gaily checked
door she paused.
"Is she a
the lady you're
going to lunch with?" ehe asked
dish-cloth-

good-looke-

r,

s,

love-makin- g

ture in her
dk! here lad
it come from? Was it of Pedro? &c
many mysteries were enough even to
overcome that edict of etiquette w hich
bade one conquer curiosity. She really
roust know about him, even at cost oi
seeming curious.
"Were you born In Spain?" ehe
asked.
"No," said he. "Have you seen De
Bush's exhibition at Knoedler'a gallerj
yet?"
"Not yet, she replied; "I suppose
you know all the galleries well Or
haven't you been here before?" .
"This is my first visit to New York," j
he replied, and then, as she was about
to apeak again, he held up his hand
frankly stopping her and looking
straight into her eyes.
"Madonna, I beg that we talk oi
something else than myself," he con
tinued. "These . pictures of. De Bush'i
I
par example. You musi go io mem
an
as
He is wonderful
interpretet
either of character or personality."
"Very well," said she, not looking al
him, for she was piqued at the purel;,
glance will
friendly unsentiim-nta- l
which he had returned her somewhat

?5he
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He wheeled toward her in surprise.
"Ah! I did not say I was going to
lunch with a lady!" he exclaimed.
"So she is pretty," said Cassie, with
a
sigh. "Ah, me!"
Then she was gone, closing the door
softly behind her.
"Hum!" said Pedro, staring at the
floor. "I invited that! I must be be
coming as awkward as a "
Here ne stopped abruptly; put a
hand upon his lips, warning himself to
silence; took away the hand; found It
streaked with brown paint, and
straightway fell to washing his be
smirched countenance with soap powder of a peculiarly cleansing sort
pseudo-melanchol-

,

An hour later he was Bitting down
noon meal" with Iris.
said, father is never
for," sne we
waited for him we
punctual; if

see It?"
"Oh, yes, I like that man Leigh although he never pays the slightest attention to me nor indeed to any woman, for that matter. He looks as if he
could be intensely interesting If he
would only talk. But though I have
known him, en rssant, for yeai'3, I
never seera to get at him at all."
"You are-- ceVtainly right in supposing him to be interesting!" exclaimed
Pedro, hie eyes lighting up at this appreciation of his friend. "Heis a man
among men! A great mind; a sincere
artist One night not long ago we
were talking about form in music, and
he told me that he had caught nature
herself demonstrating their intimate
kinship. Listen he saw the Pocantico
hills against the sunset and suddenly
it occurred to him that if five parallel
lines were drawn behind them in a
given space (as the foundations of a
music score are drawn) the outlines of
the hills against them would form a
melody where the extreme height and
depths of outline occurred. He made
a drawing of the hills, cut it out, laid
it upon the five black lines, and behold
melody resulted, which he showed
me upon the piano. He afterward gave
me the drawing; it is in this pocket, I
think."
He fumbled in the depths of the old
green coat, while Iris waited with
bated breath.
How good he was to look at; a
trifle Blight, possibly; but what wonderful hair he had, that curled a little.
Ah, he had found the paper!
Together they were leaning over it
as he spread it upon the tablecloth,
when a sharp exclamation from across
the room caused them to look up
hastily. In the doorway stood Reginald
his aristocratic cleanVanderpool,
shaven face for the instant blanched,
his eyes fixed upen Pedro as though
in fascinated unbelief. Iris covered
the odd eituation quickly.
"Signor Pedro," she said, "this is
my father."
On the moment the man's face became Impassive, and with courteous
grace he advanced to greet the guest
at his table.
"Are you the painter of whom the
morning paper speaks?" he inquired of
Pedro. "Pardon my not knowing."
"I suppose I am," replied Pedro
-- -a
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. aV FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOO
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday nig I
munication first and O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenuAl
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are y
aavTA month. Vial ting
aiaiiy welcome. J. c. Weru, preside
a utvwera oorai&uy in J T. Buhler, Secretary; C. IL Ba
t
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van Treasurer.

Petten. Secretary.
KNIGHTS

Five cant per Una each Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy lesa apace than two
All
lines
advertleementa charged
will be booked at apace actually aet
without regard to number of word a.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
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OF

av
otirth Thursday in O. R. C. hart
conclave second Tues-- Pioneer building. Visiting membeik
dey in each month at Ma ar coruiaiiv lnvuea. Kicnard do vim 1
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. O. K.; Frank AngeL F. 8.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY

time card:

Regular convo
cation first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
H. P.; F. O- - Blood, Secre- - No,
No.
HjgSit tary.

Eait

'

4.

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA3 LODGE NO
4. Meeta every Monday evening at

'

their hall on Sixth ataeet All visiting
brethren cordially Invited, to attend.
J. Friedenstlne. N. O.; A. T. Rogers,
PIANO for rent 417 Eighth street
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C V. Hedgcock,
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping Cemetery Trustee.
rooms. Mrs. M. Howell, 721 Fourth
street Phone Mala 348.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
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Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
O. R. C. hall, on the
WANTED A girl for housework). Ap Love at
second
fourth
and
Tuesdays of
322
Grand avenue.
ply
each month at 8 p. m. 0. H. Stewart
Z. W.
G. Laemmle, Clerk;
WANTED General housework in pri Consul;
Vlsltlna
Local
Deputy.
vate home. Wide experience. Call Montague,
members are especially weleone and
El Dorado Hotel.
cordially invited.

Lost

1....

7:45 p. at
11:61 p. av
2:34 a. m

For YOU!

fourth Tuesday evening of each
furnished month Elks" home on
Ninfj street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Springer, Exalted
Ruler; D., W. Condon,
Secretary.
FOR SALE One black saddle mare,
also good for driving. Willie Goke, KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF. SECUR905 National avenue.
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
FOR SALE Modern nine room house, first
and third Mondays of each
good condition, line location; bar- month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
gain. Inquire X. Optic.
Ladles always welcome O. L. Free
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
FOR SALE OR RENT A good piano. Financier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local
Mrs. R, J. Taupert. Main 208.
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy. 1011
FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1914 Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
one
model, first class condition;
mountain wagon; a runabout;
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
team of
driving horse;
fourth
Thursday evening each
young mules. Inquire N. O. Her- month at W. O. V. hall. Visiting
man, Automobile and Sign Painter, brothers cordially Invited. Howard
429 Grand avenue.
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
FOR RENT Two room
house. Phone Main 351.
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At baseball park, .Sunday,
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Aug. 11.
J SILVER
The
Catholic Total Abstinence Leaguei
to
Return
spectacles.
Harvey Souse.
PLATE
j BEAUTIFUL
na
of America began its forty-fourtReward.
j
tional convention at Niagara univer
FRENCH.
LOST An amethyst and pearl pin. sity today and will continue In ses
REY(STER- Finder return to 1029 Seventh sion until Friday. Four hundred deleLING) FINibW
5 reyard.
street.
gates representing locan branches of
composedly.
the league throughout the United
EMPRESS
"Ah!. I Ehall be interested in seeing
States and Canada were in attendance
your work," said Vanderpool. But his
can be
at the opening session this morning.
tone was perfunctory, except for a
note of what might have been disap- FOUND
tained in th city hots
Bunch of' keys. Prove own
pointment. After this he spoke very
Latest Associated Press news of the
and
for
ad.
this
ership
pay
little, but whenever the conversation
war from, our own private wire.
between his daughter and Pedro beFOUND
Bunch
would
he
a
came most animated
steal
of keys. Call Vegas
340 after 6:30.
covert look at the youth a look full
of Interest and something else, 'too,
-- Its par 1M tae.
which would have been difficult for an
t,000 lbs-- , or Mora, Each Dal vary ......
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
observer to define.
to
par 1M ta.
Each
1,000
2,000
Dallvary
Iba,
Iba,
......-.250
'
Dentist
A servant, entering with a note,
200 Ibt to 1,000 Iba, Each Dallvary ;M.w.M.MMo par 1M taa,
Dental
work
ot
uny description at
caused a diversion, and as he put the
60 Iba, to 208 Iba, Each Dallvary
par 1M la.
moderate prices
envelope into his pocket, Vanderpool
1N laa,
61
par
than
Lass
Each
Dallvary
Iba,
Room
1, Center Block.
Office Phone
arose, although he had scarcely eaten
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
anything.
"Sorry, but I must run along," he
said, and went out as abruptly as he
GEO. H. HUNKER
'
had come.
Harvestera, atorara, ud Dlstributora af Katmral laa, tta Tum 193
Attorney-at-LaIris suggested the gray room, and
Lasting Quail tlea el Wnia Kara Hada Laa Taiaa ranoa.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
they climbed the stair to n ana sat
OFFICE 711 DOUQLA1 AVENUE
themselves upon the sofa where Hill
and she had quarreled. Eut no ghost
DR. ADELAIDE
of a former love haunted her now. InB. LEWIS
stead, her infatuation for Pedro burned
Osteopathic Physician
higher every moment. She must find
Office Crockett Building
some method of attaching him and of Office
Hdiirs 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 o. m.
assuring their meeting frequently, so
Residence Phono Main 384
that she might have opportunity gradually to bind him by more tender ties.
Then, too, that miniature in the desk
MONUMENT CO
seemed to haunt her that and her father's start when he entered the dining
Albuquerque, N. M.
room. But among her numerous ques
215 E. Central
S3 Tears practical Experience,
tionings, one thing the could and
would discover: What did Pedro E. A. JONES
' W. W. BOWERS
aaiaaa C S
taa taaala a
ad.
know about Hill?
.
BaTT
1CIQHV
who
vart
thoaa
taa parUaalal Ulag t
(To be continued tomorrow)
GIRL KIDNAPED
LOST

h

Found

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

JONES-BOWER-

at "the

might wait until night '
In the cold light of day, and in the
more formal setting of her own house,
Iria was finding it somewhat difficult to
continue the romantic Impetuous at
mosphere which had come so naturally
in the
of the Milligana
He fascinated her beyond
balcony.
any of her acquaintances. Indeed, she
had begun to consider him even more
tenderly. Then there waa that minia

AND

RESTAURANT

LDBBY

TK

Ugrgulshing one.
I;
How he avoided the personal!
seemed as though he feared it above
everything, and detecting the approacr
of an intimate note, changed the
theme at once.
"I have a curious sketch of LeiRb's
with me," he said, changing the subject determinedly; "would you care o

IX.

head-lin-
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W. T. Greene. Hopklnton, N. II
writes the following letter, which will

ANT Ads
Are Best

S

11. Miss
Schuyler, Neb., Aug.
Louise Mick, 18 years old, daughter
of the late George Mick of Schuyler,
was taken from her bed by unknown
yersons at 2 o'clock this morning and
carried away in an automobile. Her
mother and aunt were left bound with
baling wire, but managed to give the
alarm nearly two hours later. No
clew has been found. .

interest every one who has kidney
trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Greene
hfd been afflicted with a very stub-torn kidney trouble. Foley Kidney
Pills done more to complete her re
covery than anv medicine she has ta
ken and I feel it my duty to recom
William Faversham is to produce
mend them." O. O. Schaefer and Red
"The Hawk" next month.
Cross Drug Co. Ad.
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Have you a. gviest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain yxmr friends?
Have yovi eui item of interest ?
Do you want LdvQLnce informatiorv
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial

room"
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WE HAVE
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holders ' made of native wood, the
record trout of the season, a set of
beautiful pine cones, and then the
cutest beribboned little hcrned toad
you ever saw, which was presented
Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
to the lady from Chicago. Then thre
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
.
were hair brushes made of nails and
I piece of wood, horse shoes all bound
Club breakfast every day. Hotel
around with a red ribbon, shaving ac
Honiaine. Adv.
ceesories, - nia cushions, etc. Mrs,
Lewis was presented with an autoFinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
graphed reminder of the photoplay
all
We
the
have
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
which was written at the camp last
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
fresh fruits and
year and later produced by Mr. Field
ing of the Lub In company at Las
R P. O., E. lodge will hold a regon
Vegas, and has been on Its trip around
ular meeting at Elk home tonight
the country. The reminder consisted
Full attendance is requested.
of' Lubin company's official synopsis
.uim.,.ihi
Mtwrnait1
of. "Hiawanda's Cross," a picture of
wore pictures
Any one wanting
the play "which, appeared in a New
from plates taken this summer by
York ipaper and the autographs of the
Bob Robinson, leave orders at Troy
two authors
After the Christmas
hotel. Mack or Joe. Phone Vegas
"medium" told the fortunes of
a
tree
34C Adv.
the crowd, much to their delight. The
H.
YORK
JOHN
lights were then doused and all gath
The Baptist Ladies' Aid will hold a
ered around the big fire place to hear
bake Bale Saturday, August 15. Adv.
stories and sing songs. Twenty-fiv- e
GROCER
people attended the "celebration."
On account of the Illness of the
Last Monday Bob Dabney of Texas
the
merchants lunch that
president
and Kit Thomas of Kansas took the
the Ladles' Aid of the Christian
trip to Harvey's over the canyon trait
church expected to give Saturday has
BAKER
Every bridge between the camp
been postponed indefinitely and there
and EH Porvenir has been fixed perwill be no regular meeting Thursday
manently; that Is, the bridges have
of the society.
been raised so that no high water can
Armytage estate, forces Bess from the wash .them away and there is a sub
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
old lodge after the death of her fath- stantial1 hand rail across each.
Those on top of Hermit's peak saw
er. Seeking a lodging place, she Is
WANTED
Young lady with fair eduthree
storms below vhem going full
befriended
a
traveling showman.
by
cation to assist In office from 8 till
blast. One looked like a cloudburst
in
of
son
left
his
and
Jarvis,
charge
3 in afternoon.
Kindly give
one of his tours. While Jar-vi- s in the neighborhood of Kcciada.
salary expected. Ad- during
The other day . at noon while at
is
stopping in the neighborhood of dinner
dress, at once, P. O. Box 464. City.
the guests of the camp were
the. prison, HarolJ, who has Just es
startled
out of their appetite
nearly
caped, begs to he sheltered In the
when they heard feminie distress sigshow wagon.
The tender hearted
MUCH INVOLVED CASE
nals coming from some point up the
showman and wife gladly help him and
ho is taken by them to their home, mountain. Investigation brought out
HEARD IN CHAMBERS where he unexpectedly meets his wifo the fact that three ladies who were
walking up to the camp from El PorClifford, hearing of tne escape, io
venir lost their bearings and were
cs les them and again notifies the auheaded for parts unknown when some
PROVISION IN DTED OF CONVEY
thorities, who after a terrific strugglo of our
.fellows rescued them.
ANCE GIVES RISE TO KNOTin the Jarvis home, fall to capture
We rise, as is generally known, by
TY LITIGATION
their prisoner.
the sound of the frying pan. But we
Preeene, who has started an Inn don't call it
ripging or beating the
This morning ill the chambers of from the proceeds of the bribe, is vis
pan we call it "blowing the
frying
the district court the case of George ited by Clifford, whom he attempts to
frying pan." The reason thereof was
Ritzheimer and Charles E. Gold expose unless again reimbursed for little Pete Thomas
of Toneka. who.
against Henry D. Winsor and George his. silence.
During an exciting ar- when he first arrived in
camp, heard
Viles was on trial before Judge Leahy. gument a letter is accidentally drop the
rising noise naturally thought in
The case is a novel one and much ped by Clifford, which reveals his hid- terms of the
big city from which he
interest is shown in it. In the fall ing place. Thinking that he has Bess comes and
turning: to his mother
of 1911 Ritzheimer purchased some a prisoner, Preene, decides to visit said:
"Come, mother, we'd better get
land from Winsor and Winsor retain the place, Upon entering, he finds, to
up the frying pan's Mowin.' " We
ed about two acres under a lease his great surprise and indignation, his have
"blowed' the frying pan ever
from Ritzheimer. The agreement be- own daughter, who has been enticed
since.
tween the parties was that the land there on the promise of marriage..
The high water hasn't given us
should never be used for hotel pur- Preene, in ai rage, departs to seek ven much
of a chance to do any fishing
poses. Some time later Winsor leas geance aeainst Clifford.
worth talking about but with the
ed the land to George Viles, who has
While.,standlngjbn .Regent's Canal rains about over and the stream down
been using the land on which to con- bridge, he happens to meet Clifford
considerably, there ought to be some
duct a hotel. He has been allowing A terrific struggle takes place be blue ribbon
angling this month.
......
.1
1,
i
nnmn
nnrtlaa lvit vauii' ujtrie auu iiua Deen tween the father and lover, in which
tu,l"-charerine them for meals. Ritzhplmorl Preene la thrown from ttm brlde-nnfl
leased the land he purchased from rescued 'by Harold, who happens to
winsor to u. ti. Gold, who has been) be sleeping In the park. Clifford, fol- - DFPUT SUICIDE SON OF
rtinnillir a Summer resort: nt that lowirier tlm rpRrnft nnrtv Tina TTarnM
place.
They claim that Winsor vio- - rearrested and sent for the second
REPUTABLE PARENTS
mien ma contract ancr is running in time to court.
During the trial
'Preene makes a dramatic entrance
opposition to their hotel.
The men ask for $3,000 damages j with the will of the old squire, which YOUNG MAN DIES WITH tup
ana tne costs or tne trial. The hear-- ; he neglected giving Clifford at the
NAME OF HIS LITTLE SISTER
ing tnis morning was adjourned at time of the robbery.
ON HIS LIPS
11:30 o'clock and the court will de- By this means pardon is granted an !
cide on the question of the damages the family estate falls to the
It develops that the man who com
rightful
further iproof Is brought for--; heir
mitted sulcfde recently on the lawn
ward.
at the Santa Fe depot here, and who
wrote the name Frank Martin on a
AUTO BARGAIN
For sale, 1913 model six cylinder slip of paper just before taking the
Chalmers. Practically new;, bargain fatal powder, was in reality named La
THE LIGHTS O'LONDON
for quick sale. Inquire Wm. Whalen, forest Baker, and the son of repuLas Vegas Auto and Machine Co.
table parents In Hammond. Ind.. who
THE
TONIGHT Adv.
during all his wanderings and waywardness, of which, latter they knew
nothing, never ceased in thinking of
NEW PICTURE FEATURE AT LO
him as the little boy
CAL THEATER PROMISES
they had taught
MONTEZUMA MEGAPHONE
at their knees the lessons that nil on lrt
ENTERTAINMENT
have held him steadfast in. the wavs
of honesty and right
Harold Armytage, disgraced and
Chief of Police Coles has receive;!
driven from home, marries Bess Marks
Thursday was some day for the letters from the parents overflowing
the daughter of his father's lodae- koeper, takes her to London, where camp. Two new arrivals, Misses Fan with the pathos of breaking hearts.
ho loses all he possesses at the horse ning from Chicago and Frank from mere must have been some
vestige
of the real man left In the drue-dis- races. Faced with starvation, thev Detroit; 'a
trip to Hermit's peak by
rejurn to seek forgiveness. Clifford three of the other girls and at night eased mind of the man at the last, for
tne name that was on his lins as
Avmytage, his cousin, and favorite ne a
regular, sure enough Christmas they ceased their
phew of old Squire Armytage, hearwas that
party. Some of the older folks noting of his little sister.murmuring
ing of the return, bribes the game
the profusion of "Christmas trees"
The last that his family had heard
keeper, Preene, whose daughter he around the
camp suggested that we of him was a
loves, to rob the Armytage mansion. have old
letter postmarked Dougcome
Santa Claua
a few
In following out his
plans, Preene ac- months earlier. In a Jiffy plans were las, Ariz. He was, as photographs
found on him indicated, a scene paint
cidentally murders the old Squire and laid and executed '
perfectly. Every er, and it was
escapes with the strong box of. the person In
camp was to give some home that he wassupposed by those at
in a prosperous con
Armytage family.
.
other person a gift and some of the
dition.
The police are notified, and Harold, cleverest
to
were
imaginable
The remains will receivn tmnm-nm- r
accused by Clifford of committing the be seen presents
on the tree. For in hurial
hanging
here sometime tomorrow under
is
crime,
arrested, tried and convict- stance a rosary made of acorns, nap- the
ed. Clifford, now In
direction
of J. C. Johnsen and Son.
possession of the Kin rings made of aspen, necktie
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Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order n sack to-

1
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.y,

v

day.
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Las Vegas Roller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
H allot Reynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

r Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
3 At Itie Heme of

the Best of Everything Eatable

CHASE
TEAS

ft SANBORN'S
and COFFEES

We are Sole Agents.

LETTERS
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
the week ending August 8, 1914.
Mrs. Miguelita A. Bustos; Misa Dixie
Dixon; Mr. Rita V. Flores; Dr,
Gonzales; Mr. Felix Garcia y
Gutierrez; Mr. Jos. Halfner; Mr. C. B.
Howes; W, C. Howards; Ramoncita V.
Lopez; Mr. M. E. Miller,; Jjr. Felipe

BROPF
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LO-rel- o

'

will save you

an hour or two out of your kitchen
every day. A dollar a week srives vou this luxurv
J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON.

Exclusive Local Agents

TIRES AI10 TUBE!
For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske, tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK

GUARANTEED

DONE

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
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Saved by Using
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SELF RISING FLOUR
Endorsed

by3

America's Finest Cooks

,
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Clean
or Dye
yourokl

Next to bridge

lriMimmii
ilrTriT

ASK FOR IT

e

O

O
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Garments.

.WE

.

,

LET US
Last Spring while building our new store our stove warehouse was
damaged by fire. We were then too busy
to clean all
these stoves. We have Just cleaned and moving,all Stoves and
polished
Ranges damaged by water and will guarantee them the same as
new. Here is your chance.
35 Ranges,
H in. oven, heating closet; worth 25 -J- 14.75
11 Majestic Ranges,
with water front; worth $07.oO-$47- .50

need-

AT OUR SHOP

SDLDIBY YOUR GROCER

o
o

CAN FLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

I

AHOOSIER KITCHEN CABINET

j

Ortiz; Mr. Henry Peterson; Tomaslta
Padilla; Cleto Trujillo; Mrs. I. B. Tik- ly; Mrs. Cash Thomas; Mr. Eoyn
'
Zumwalt
When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
R V, LONG, Postmaster.

Ik
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THE GRAAF & HAYVARD CO.STORE
ADVERTISED

.

Don't cheat yourself out of vour Summer
Vacation.

An Optic Vant Ad Will Gel
Vr'liat You Want

When You Want It

I

